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Enneagram, a Type of Collective Identity?

T

fending the independence of their statehood, insisting on using
he answer to the question “who are you?,” will hardly
Frederik Coene
their national language and reviving (or more often reconstructever let us hear a response like: “I am a lazy but sociable
ing and reinventing) folklore and traditions. (Of course, such
person, have a good relation with my father but not with
nationalism should not be confused with the closely related conmy mother, experience challenges in getting into a close relationship with women because – regardless of the fact I feel superior
cept of patriotism).
Inordinate nationalistic missionary zeal in life all too often is
to women – I fear being controlled by them.” Instead, we are
a result of instability on the individual level, e.g. as feelings of
more likely to hear something like “I am an atheist homo-sexual
self-worth may be low, there may be a need to find compensaGerman sales manager of Italian descent.” Indeed, in order to
tion on the collective level to demonstrate the significance of
explain our identity to others, we hardly describe our personality
or character traits but instead mainly identify as defined by beone’s existence. Instead of working on their own insecurity, some
may focus on a (false) sense of achievement of their nation to
longing to different social groups. Whereas a social or collective
identity undoubtedly may offer a positive impact on the behavwhich they personally did not contribute (i.e. they are not the
heroic knights mentioned in history books, nor the authors of
iour or perceived status of the individual within society, it is also
symptomatic of a number of weaknesses. All too often, people
17th century poetry, or play in the national soccer team which
instrumentalise their belonging to a social group in order to find
won the World Cup, etc.).
collective strength so as to compensate for their personal weakCollective identity, according to leading scholars like Henri
nesses.
Tajfel, is constructed as an ‘in-group’ versus an ‘out-group’ (i.e.
For example, many nationalists ‘supplant’ their own individuality for the sake
‘we’ vs. ‘they’). It not only serves to describe oneself but also to label others and
…CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
of that of the nation and spend a large part of their time glorifying its history, dedetermine our relationship to them. Here too,
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The Enneagram and the Tree of Life
States of Consciousness

hen I listened to Rabbi Howard Addison’s inspirHannah
ing presentation during the Baltimore IEA conference, something in me said “HOME!” So I started
studying the Kabbalah (thank you, Howard!). What struck me almost immediately
was how the Kabbalistic Tree of Life solved a number of questions for me I always
had in working with and thinking about the Enneagram. Questions like, “What
exactly is meant by Spiritual and by Essence in the context of the Enneagram?” Every teacher seemed to mean something different. It varied from “everybody knows
it already: it is in us” to “this is an esoteric state of consciousness that we can only
reach after many years of training (preferably in my school), if at all.”
Do we reach this desired state by discarding or transforming the Type completely, or will we always have a Type, no matter how illuminated we get? The higher
state panels I saw seemed quite psychological to me. Where was the Spiritual?

In This Issue

How deterministic was the Enneagram system? What
about Free Will? Was the Inner Observer the same as the
Higher Self? Where should I place this Essence we had lost?
By studying Kabbalah, all of a sudden I had a frame of reference for all these
questions. I would like to share this with you.

Nathans

Doctrine and Experience
Every religion has a form side, the side of dogmas, laws, rules, commandments
and prohibitions, and a mystical side, the side of direct experience of the Divine.
The form sides differ greatly; the mystical sides show remarkable likenesses. At the
form side, we as ordinary people need an intermediary to speak with God; at the
mystical side, we don’t need that. Historically, the official church has not always
liked that, for obvious reasons. In several reli…CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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et’s assume that you, like most people I
know, are interested in the enneagram
to help you understand your personality with precision and accuracy and to extend
your understanding of others. Maybe it will
help you determine what jobs suit you and
why, what sort of people you are likely to get along
with and who to avoid and why. You want to know
where your strengths and weaknesses lie and how
best to cope with individuals you find profoundly
different. We can all benefit if we refine our fightor-flight response so that our physiological reactions that occur in response to perceived harmful
events, are less likely to be triggered by wrongly interpreting other’s words, behaviors or the motives
of the people we deal with.
Most differences are not just a matter of where
we differ in our opinions, but how we perceive the
world. Our past experiences, education, cultural
setting all affect how and what we perceive through
the filter of our temperament, enneagram type etc.
Learning about equally valid but genuinely different world views will make it easier to be forgiving
of behaviors and attitudes we find disagreeable.
To deal with people effectively you may need to
recognize and accept truly diverse viewpoints and
skills that are necessary to make the complex systems of society function. For example, people who
place value on order, structure, history and discipline usually are less inclined to experiment with
creative freedoms or explore new things. We can’t
have square circles, so we gravitate either towards
the more structured or more free choices in life. A
balance between the two is of course optimal and
will help us to become more accepting and willing
to consider the possibility that others bring valuable, albeit different, traits to the table.
Living means also learning and refining our understanding by using all tools available. Some tools
are intuitively available by cultivating an awake and
balanced state of mind, others may need to be tested and evaluated on a large scale using applied psychometrics, advanced statistical techniques, factor
analysis or such. There is room for improvement in
both, the intuitive and the scientific understanding
as well as including studies of the effect of biological, cultural, linguistic, or social influences as they
filter through our personality.
Since the early 70’s and into the mid to late
90’s, the understanding of enneagram personality types was leaning towards the assumption that
each of us is driven (afflicted or held captive, as in
“fixation”) by out dominant type’s passion. Then,
in the last two decades a more balanced and positive view began to emerge along the lines of seeing type as a particular archetypal energy, qualitatively neutral, but in a pattern/style designed
to function within one of nine sets of “cohesive”
trait clusters we call type. Psychometric specialists
use adjectives that describe feelings and modes of
manifesting in the world — using mostly statistics for individuating groups that can be identi-
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From the Editor
fied cross-culturally. Most tests for determining
enneagram type are approaching it either from
listening to our intuitive feeling about the flavor
of the energy, or summing up many adjectives
and assuming that the biggest cluster is most indicative of our passion/type.
In this Issue:
Frederik Coene looks from a different angle
at “Enneagram, a Type of Collective Identity?”
We rarely describe ourselves by how we live and
feel, internally, but rather by what groups we most
identify with. For example, we use nationality, profession, hobby, social status as more defining than
what preoccupies us when we have to make choices
of which motivations win most of the time. Frederik is well positioned, as a diplomat working for the
European Union, to interact with fellow diplomats
that represent their country or interest professionally, i.e. with a narrow range of wiggle room which
requires all their skills to focus on achieving their
task. This is a setting where their governments
limit personal freedom of expression to whatever
is permitted within prescribed bounds. Still, the
individuality will always try to emerge through the
imposed agenda.
We are all too familiar with the conflicts between what we want to do, say or think and what
we can do in any given situation. So we must see
the study of our type, temperament and personality as inseparable from the context or the environment. After all, who we are will have a certain
chemistry with the situations we are in and it helps
to understand which parts are truly “me” and
which are situational or imposed by the environment. Frederik draws attention to the pitfalls we
may find in our environment, and those we may
fabricate ourselves.)
Hannah Nathans described the basic ideas
how “The Enneagram and the Tree of Life, State of
Consciousness” and how they manifest in practical
life. She follows up with “Three Levels of Learning,
Three Levels of Consciousness.” These two articles
were apparently ahead of their time, not getting
adequate attention. Timing is as important as contents and her ideas were so good as to deserve to be
revisited. This reminds me of a funny story the comedian Victor Borge told: a creative inventor went
to work to design a formula for a mass-produced
popular soft drink. His first concoction he called
1-Up, it flopped. His next try was 2-Up. It did not
go well either. He gave up after four more tries, his
last was 6-Up... “darn! He never knew how close
he came...”
Hannah describes the two sides every religion
has -- the “form or dogma” and the “mystical” side.

Systems like the enneagram also have two
sides. There is the practical psychology side
concerned with the relationship with ourself
and with others and the spiritual side that
indicates the consistent model and concrete
frame of reference for spiritual growth.
Hannah also says that our growth can be characterized as going through three stages. Behavioral changes are at the first order of learning, the
second order requires observation of patterns, reframing or dis-identifying; and transformation is
the third order where we invoke the higher ideas
and virtues that establish us in a higher state of
consciousness.
Michael Damian is going deeper into the “Art
of Freedom: Consciousness” while we pay attention
to the practical everyday requirements. He reminds
us to stay in touch with what is truly essential, i.e.
the larger context within which we experience our
self-hood. We may think it is how we perceive it,
but in the back of our minds a nagging doubt tells
us there is more to this picture. Using Michael’s
own words: “When we derive our identity from
mental contents and body image we entertain a delusion of great proportions. Though we recognize
that our mind is often filled with dissatisfaction,
fear, and frustration, we are generally unaware of
the cause. We do not realize that we are experiencing the symptoms of mistaken identity.”
Our delusion is all the more pernicious because
we can scarcely conceive that we are ensnared in
it. Despite all the misery it creates, our identification with mind patterns as who and what we
are feels entirely convincing and normal. It has
been said that no one is so hopelessly enslaved as
one who falsely believes himself to be free. This is
our human condition. It is a twilight dream-state,
filled with shifting inner scenes and moods that
torment us for their lack of a reliable touchstone
of truth.
For those living near the Bay area, Michael has
meetings in several locations. Check out his website
for place and time. They may be in Mill Valley or
Portola Valley CA, usually on Saturdays and Sundays or in other locations to be determined. Please
check his website (see ad on page 4) for events.
“Building Bridges, in the German Speaking
Enneagram World” is part of our outreach effort
to expand awareness to some of the exciting developments that are going on outside of the USA.
For reasons of language and/or cost of pre-internet
communication options exchanges were limited to
books and publications. The EM subscriptions, for
example, received a boost when we started the very
affordable PDF version by email at the same low
price anywhere in the world.
Every culture and group of languages develops
distinct characteristics that appeal to somewhat
different personalities who in their turn come up
with applications that reflect national quirks and
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full of useful information, introductory articles,
Index by Author and Subject and lots more
cultural conditions. The enneagram is universal in
addressing the same nine passions, defense mechanisms and styles, but each group or region will contribute its unique vision… obviously.
Carl Marsak in “Psychological Bypassing and
Repression of the Sublime: in Enneagram Theory &
Practice Part 2” starts with a brief summary of Roberto Assagioli’s life and work. Assagioli is surprisingly little known (by enneagram practitioners and
transpersonally oriented therapists) considering his
profound contributions of a spiritual vision that
can provide a welcome antidote to the tendency to
psychologically bypass.
The general tendency where psychological bypass occurs manifests through ignoring or confusing biological or metaphysical instincts. The end
effect is leaving unresolved practical issues behind
while assuming that they will take care of themselves as we merrily proceed to happier and higher
realms of consciousness. Alas, more often than not
the unresolved issues don’t just disappear, instead
they fester.
In a way the present work is a companion
piece and bookend to the previous one (Em issue
# 228 “The Regret of the Basic Fault”). “Many of
us have significant unhealed wounds that need to
be addressed, one way or the other. What we have
been examining is the fact that there are several
negative consequences to getting stuck in psychological bypassing, the most salient one being that
we run the risk of short circuiting and sacrificing
our ability to understand and participate in our
own spiritual evolution. After all, from an esoteric
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perspective our task is not to become psychologically sophisticated primates, but rather to transform ourselves (with a lot of help!) into spiritual
initiates, adepts and masters looking forwards
and upwards, expanding our consciousness into
ever deeper levels of being and wider realms of
becoming.”
Susan Rhodes in “Typing, Using the Tarot
of the Enneagram” is coming up with a brilliant
original way to expand the major arcana of the
Tarot to comply with numerological aspects of
traditions that are based on multiples of 3 and 9.
Tarot’s major arcana of 21 plus the Fool who can
be either zero or 22, is obviously structured on the
magical and quirky number 7, and as such, the
classic Tarot was used mostly i.e. in the past couple
centuries, (since the so called Marseilles deck was
popularized by Eliphas Levi and spread by Gypsies) as a divinatory tool for mundane questions
and predictions. However, the Tarot has a deeper
core of symbolism that was either lost or purposely
concealed by leaving out some essential features
that would place it into higher realms of use on
a par with spiritual concepts. Who knows, it may
be too soon to tell, but the Enneagram too, as
we continue to discover, has broader and deeper
secrets that still remain to be uncovered. Susan’s
adding 6 additional cards to the 21 of the major
arcana bringing it up to 27, is still a work in progress, but Susan seems to be on to something…
As we go deeper into the structures of both the
Tarot and the Enneagram and compare some of the
shared tenets with millenarian sacred scriptures, we
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keep finding more relationships that contain meanings and implications yet to be explained. Keep at
it Susan! The writers of those renowned scriptures
we love to mention did not assume to have spoken
the last word on everything, just on what they had
understood up to that point in time.
Susan Rhodes has two companion pieces apropos the focus of attention Frederik Coene brings to
the influence and possible pitfalls Collective Identity can bring to all studies of personality including
the enneagram. Her “The Innovative Enneagram”
and “The Enneagram and Prototype Theory” address some of these points.
That brings up an old bugaboo about typing
that in my view goes something like this:
After we tally the majority of our traits and
settle on a type to our satisfaction, we may redirect our search for answers towards confirmation of what we found rather than continuing
questioning. The mind’s natural habit of seeking patterns now takes over by paying special
attention to traits within us that fit in with the
pattern confirmation. Traits that contradict or
don’t fit our expectations, are set aside into the
“catch-all” closet where all unanswered questions are put on hold until triggered by some
event or another. For example, an impressive authoritative expert or script might contradict our
assumption of type.
We may or may not get shaken out of our
comfortable belief and explore the new alternative. Too often have I experienced unexpected
changes to feel comfortable with certainty... •
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The Art of Freedom: Consciousness

If you hear music
floating out from somewhere
then it is God’s music
and it is God who listens.

it’s a glorious day outside. There is a fresh and timeless
sense of presence wafting into the long-stifled room.
believes himself to be free. This is our human condiIt seems to come from somewhere far beyond you,
tion. It is a twilight dream-state, filled with shifting
yet it is your own nature. This silent blessing speaks
inner scenes and moods that torment us for their lack
to a place in us beyond our sophisticated defenses and
But if you see the musician
of a reliable touchstone of truth.
rationalizations. It speaks of innocence, of knowing,
then you think again in terms
The metaphors of sleep, dream, and darkness have
and of freedom from every kind of narrowness.
of separate identities.
long been used to describe humanity’s unconscious
This is the opening to consciousness as it really
state. They also hint at our capacity to awaken and
is. Yet we cry out in despair saying, “Please can I just
This thought craze make us talk nonsense
enlighten. Our nature is the light. Our freedom, for
have a little bit of light!” Why is it so difficult to know
about proving whether a thing like God exists
better
or
worse,
is
to
misuse
this
light
to
create
false
and enjoy the light, direct? We experience a veil. The
when the fact is nothing exists as a thing
beliefs and live in the shadows they cast, with all the
entire history of humanity is this veil; the shadows
but all things are the song of an empty
difficulty
that
entails.
Our
freedom
is
also
to
withand uncertainties it creates and the brief, glorious
and total radiance.
draw these projected shadows back into the light of
moments of transparency, mercy, and redemption.
When the mask of separate identity
reality that we are.
Due to our apparent separateness from the grace
happens to slip off your stifled head,
I often use the word twilight to describe the huof spirit, it seems that a bit of light and love have to
then music floats out from nowhere
man condition because it is not a state of absolute
descend on us from above or beyond us. But the veil
and God starts dancing everywhere.
darkness. It does contain some light. Just as twilight
is self-created. Though we cannot expect to remove
requires
a
measure
of
light,
a
dream
requires
a
meathe veil instantly, we can begin by examining our asveryone experiences a mind and a body. What
sure
of
reality.
sumptions about what we are and why we experience
is less obvious is the true nature of mind and
During
a
dream,
the
aspect
that
is
real
is
you,
the
separation. It may be that the veil is only made of
body. Usually we do not imagine that there
dreamer.
Your
consciousness
powers
the
dream-state.
assumptions that we make again and again without
is such a thing as true nature. We tend to think that
It
does
not
matter
how
helplessly
lost
you
seem
to
get
being aware of other possibilities.
how we experience our selfhood is precisely how it is,
in
the
dream
story,
for
it
is
not
your
nature
to
sleep
The question of what our nature is, and what
though in the back of our minds we have a nagging
and dream forever. The same consciousness that crethe veil might be, must begin with a clear look at
doubt. This doubt is what saves us.
ates the dream is also capable of awakening out of it.
the basic facts of our experience. We start with the
When we derive our identity from mental conIt
is
the
same
in
the
waking
state.
We
are
the
conepistemological question of how we know anything,
tents and body image we entertain a delusion of great
scious
presence
behind
the
outward
display
of
life,
including our own existence. Here we can acknowlproportions. Though we recognize that our mind is
but
we
do
not
appreciate
the
depth
and
power
of
our
edge that consciousness is the power by which we
often filled with dissatisfaction, fear, and frustration,
conscious
nature.
In
the
unawakened
state
of
mind,
are aware of anything at all, and by which we know
we are generally unaware of the cause. We do not rewe
tend
to
see
our
consciousness
as
something
like
a
that we exist. It is impossible to deny the presence of
alize that we are experiencing the symptoms of missolitary,
40-watt
light
bulb
flickering
and
buzzing
in
a
awareness and thus existence. I am aware, therefore
taken identity.
dim
and
cluttered
little
room
of
mind.
This
little
light
I am.
Our delusion is all the more pernicious because
appears
to
turn
on
in
the
morning
and
fade
away
at
So, to exist is to be conscious. You may be temptwe can scarcely conceive that we are ensnared in it.
night into the oblivion of sleep.
ed to say that you exist because you have a body, but
Despite all the misery it creates, our identification
In fact our consciousness is more like the sun that
without consciousness you would know nothing of
with mind patterns as who and what we are feels enis
lighting
up
the
whole
world.
Open
the
window,
a body. A body without consciousness is said to be a
tirely convincing and normal. It has been said that
peer
outside
the
cramped
little
room
of
mind
and
see
dead body.
no one is so hopelessly enslaved as one who falsely
We tend to assume that consciousness is a product of the brain or body.
This belief is due to sensory hypnosis
combined with pseudoscientific rationalism. We have all been hypnotized by
Realisation is not acquisition of anything new nor is it a new faculty.
our senses since childhood. As so much
It is only removal of all camouflage.		
Ramana Maharshi
attention goes into using our senses to
This small group led by Michael is for individuals who are devoted to genuine Selfnavigate the world, we come to identify
completely with their functioning.
realization (or awakening) and spiritual maturity. The group is an opportunity to receive
The senses function through the
precise guidance for awakening and to commune in truth. Meetings generally include
body,
so it feels as though the body is the
meditation, talk/discussion, and tea.
awareness
that receives sensory input, as
The group meets roughly once per month and consists of no more than 10 people at a
in the statement, “My body hears, my
time. If you would like to attend a meeting, please send an email and Michael will contact
body sees, my body feels.” Yet to be more
you to discuss your interest and relevant details. There is no fee for attending the group
accurate, we have to say that all sense permeetings. Donations are accepted with gratitude.
ception is received by the abstract quality
called awareness, not by the body.
Also, see announcements for the 1/2 Day Retreats:
Though we might say, “My ears hear,”
Please check his website for place and time of the meetings and retreats.
it is consciousness that receives and
All of this information is now posted, along with a link to Michael’s introduction to the perennial wisdom, which
knows the sound, not ears. Ears are the
describes the focus of awakening & realization.
mechanism by which sound is received
in awareness. Eyes are the mechanism by
which things are seen in awareness. Even
when we close all the senses down, as in a

Michael Damian

E

Meeting Group with Michael Damian

http://www.michaeldamian.org (click on Events & scroll down)
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sensory deprivation tank, awareness remains.
Awareness is prior to both the senses and the mind
because it is their knower. For example, you have seen
your eyes, but your eyes have never seen you. You have
observed thoughts coming and going, but thoughts
have never observed you. You have commanded your
arms and legs to move, but your arms and legs have
never moved you.
What is this “you” that observes? Anything you
can point to in the world or in your mind is secondary to your awareness of it. Therefore, no observable
thing defines you. That includes the thoughts and
moods that arise and take hold of your identity for
a while. They shape your experience for a while but
they do not mean anything about who and what you
really are.
The reason we overlook our essential, conscious
nature is that it defies objectification. It is ungraspable by the senses or intellect which we use for everything else. The senses are adequate for distinguishing
water from wine, and the intellect is adequate for explaining what makes them different, but neither the
senses nor the intellect can capture the consciousness
that precedes them. This is not a problem, however,
because consciousness already knows itself.
Being pure, self-reflective intelligence, consciousness does not need to reject the sensory world or intellect to know itself—it needs only to spontaneously
contemplate its own nature with a bit of help from
the intellect with which it is identified. The intellect’s

role in this is only to formulate the initial, verbal
question: What am I?
This question turns attention away from all the
external objects that the senses and intellect are usually occupied with and onto the light of self. What,
then, is this consciousness that knows its own presence?
We cannot say in objective terms what consciousness is, but why should we expect to do so? To be objective means to objectify, yet that only works when
dealing with objects. For example, we can say that a
jar is made of glass, a table is made of wood, or that
water consists of hydrogen and oxygen, but we cannot say what consciousness is made of. We can only
say that it exists.
Unlike everything else, consciousness is not a separate object or thing. It is not composed of something
other than itself. That is why we say that consciousness is absolute reality. What is absolute is defined as
indivisible and not composed of parts. Thus to be objective about consciousness means to recognize that it
cannot be objectified.
When we recognize that our nature cannot be
captured as an object, we enter the domain of nonduality where all questions about self dissolve into
one wordless, living answer. Given that the things we
see and touch cannot tell us about the meaning, nature, and significance of our existence, it is often said
that there are no answers to these deep questions. Yet
the problem lies with our concept of what an answer

would look like; the form it would arrive in.
Words like “To get to London, take this road” are
concrete, easily received and utilized. In this case, the
words effectively divide the right way from the wrong
way. Words about identity and essence tend to imply divisions that do not apply. For example, words
like awareness, self, and love seem to imply separate
qualities or emotions, but in direct experience they
all belong to the same reality of our nature—like different facets of the same diamond, or rainbow colors
emerging from the one light as it passes through the
diamond.
When we are sensitized to the wholeness of our
conscious nature, we feel the meaning or poignancy
of life direct—as the love, creativity, and wisdom
that flows from conscious presence and which is that
presence. Words in the form of spiritual teachings or
poetic inspiration may have helped us discover that
direct experience, but once the experience is realized
we no longer rely on words or conceptual answers
alone.
It is then obvious that those who are looking for
answers exclusively within the mind, in conceptual
structures, are partly right when they give up and declare that, “There are no answers.” Yet they overlook
the only thing, the only one, who could know and receive the answer as a direct experience. Consciousness
is the answer, but it does not speak in the fragmented
language of the intellect. It speaks in the language of
totality. To learn that language is to know yourself. •

Building Bridges
Collaborating in Community

2018 IEA Global Conference
Pre-Conference Day

Will involve panels discussing bridges
that have and can be built in three
areas: between the Enneagram and
business; in the global Enneagram
community; and to diverse
populations.

Keynote:
Peter Block
author of Community: The Structure of
Belonging and other books.

Endnote:
TJ Dawe

whose fresh take on use of the
Enneagram through wordplay will
continue to breathe new life into the
varied expressions of the Enneagram.

Register now!
20-22 July 2018
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA
Pre-Conference Day 19, July 2018
A bit about the Conference:
Building Bridges is about coming together as an
Enneagram community, reaching further in and
further out. We reach in to continually build a
global community that is inclusive, open, and
willing to grow; we reach out to put that work into
the world and invite others to participate.

For more information: www.internationalenneagram.org or call the IEA office: 513-232-5054
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Building Bridges, in the German speaking
Enneagram–World
A summary of the first expanded meeting between representatives of
Enneagram organizations from Germany, Switzerland and Austria

T

his is the eighth meeting between the four
largest enneagram organizations in the German speaking countries. It started as a retreat
preparing for exploring and sharing their teaching
methods and was attended by 27 representatives
(where have we heard that number before…?) Germany was represented by three groups, the Ökumenische Arbeitskreis Enneagramm e. V. (ÖAE),
founded by Andreas Ebert, who happens also to
be one of the original IEA founding members; the
(DEZ) Deutsches Enneagramm Zentrum e.V., and
the (EMT) Enneagrammverein in der Mündlichen
Tradition e.V., a Helen Palmer (oral tradition) group;
and the Enneagramm Forum Schweiz (EFCH) from
Switzerland.
The German language countries acronym D-ACH, is well chosen as DACH means “roof ”: D (for
Deutschland), A (for Austria) and CH (for Switzerland). As do other countries, the German speaking
region including Austria and Switzerland has a lively
and colorful “Enneagram Scene” going. The Enneagram came to central Europe in the late 80’s from the
USA. Unlike other forms of psychological personality models that originated in Europe, it was not held
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in confinement by claims of intellectual property by
the originators and hence each school and group of
practitioners developed very different approaches and
interpretations.

where different approaches were chosen. The basic
ethical principles, applications and definitions of the
Enneagram type were clearly very close between the
different organizations as Lydia Schaller of EFCH
confirmed after three days of intensive exchanges.

The goal of this weekend retreat was
building understanding and trust among
participants and discussing the finer nuances of application and interpretation
of Ennea-patterns.

All associations are aware of the great responsibility that falls on those who pass on the teachings of the
Enneagram and help others recognize their patterns.
Given that at times it can be very painful to come to
terms with aspects of one’s type. Susanne Malinowski-Richter, chair of the EMT underlined the importance for those who assist others to be mindful of
the vulnerable feelings. Eva Gumbinger of the EMT
noted that the differences in terminology used by the
various schools may at times make understanding
specifics not so easy.
Peter Maurer the chairman of the ÖAE who
also represented Austrian Enneagrammers was
confident that this constructive process will
continue as all share the desire to assist others in
reaching their full potential and satisfaction in life.
And, the next DACH-Meeting is already scheduled
for March 2019.				
•

The goal of this weekend retreat was building understanding and trust among participants and discussing the finer nuances of application and interpretation of Ennea-patterns. Katrin Richter and Martin
Schreiber of the DEZ, had designed the weekend’s
architecture so as to facilitate bringing different large
associations together, they felt the retreat was very
successful.
Doris Wetzig who had chaired the ÖAE for a long
time and one of the leaders in this meeting found
that the fundamental agreements were many, even
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Psychological Bypassing and Repression of the
Sublime: in Enneagram Theory & Practice Part 2

Roberto Assagioli: Life and Work34
o begin the second half of this essay an abbreviated review of the life and work of Roberto
Assagioli might be useful, especially since unlike Freud and Jung he did not become well-known
during his own lifetime. In fact, even now many
spiritual seekers, including Enneagram practitioners
and transpersonally oriented therapists, know little
to nothing about him which is too bad, because his
spiritual vision and personal example can provide a
welcome antidote to the tendency in the early 21st
century to psychologically bypass. Assagioli was born

T

Assagioli’s spiritual vision and personal
example can provide a welcome antidote
to the tendency in the early 21st century
to psychologically bypass.
in Venice in 1888 to an upper middle-class Jewish
family, and died near Arezzo, Italy in 1974. He grew
up in a very cultured environment, and his appreciation for beauty and the arts was stimulated early on.
His mother studied Theosophy (as later did his wife
Nella), and his interest in Eastern wisdom began long
before he became well-known. From a fairly early age
he learned to speak English and French, as well as
some Greek, Latin, German, Russian and Sanskrit.
By age fifteen he had already published his first article: “Unconscious Wishes and Conscious Work.”
In 1904 he moved to Florence, where he lived for
most of the rest of his life. There he studied neurology
and psychiatry. From 1907 to 1909 Assagioli worked
on his doctoral dissertation titled: “The Psychosynthesis.” He also began writing articles critical of
Freud’s psychoanalysis. In 1974, just months before
his death, he explained to Sam Keen in an interview
with Psychology Today that, “in Psychosynthesis we
pay far more attention to the higher unconscious and
to the development of the transpersonal self. In one
of his letters Freud said, ‘I am interested only in the
basement of the human being.’ Psychosynthesis is interested in the whole building. We try to build an
elevator which will allow a person access to every level
of his personality.”
By 1911 he began formulating the core concepts
and practices of what later became Psychosynthesis.
After finishing his studies he did further training in
psychiatry in Switzerland with Eugene Bleuler. There
he met Jung and the two became friends (Jung was
born in 1875, so they were roughly contemporaries).
He never met Freud, but corresponded with him a
few times. Assagioli began studying the works of William James and Henri Bergson and other important
philosophers, and in 1926 the first Psychosynthesis
Institute was opened in Rome. The following year he
published his first book, A New Model of Treatment—
Psychosynthesis: A Manual of Principles and Techniques.
In the 1930s he wrote many articles, many of which
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Carl Marsak
were published in 1965 in his first groundbreaking
book, Psychosynthesis. 1933 saw him offering to the
world his famous egg or oval diagram, mapping out in
a simple yet explanatory way the overall structure and
major functions of the psyche (see below). It should
be noted that Assagioli never said that the fundamentals of psychoanalysis were wrong—only that they
were biased in certain directions (esp. toward sexuality and the lower-unconscious) and incomplete.
As the years went by, he resonated more and more
with Jung’s approach and decades later, after they had
both passed on, they were recognized by those in the
know as the two most important progenitors of the
Transpersonal Psychology movement.35
When a student begins to compare and contrast
Jung and Assagioli, he notices that there is a different
flavor and tone to their life and teachings. Jung was
more Northern and Germanic, scholarly and precise,
cool and distant, with a large physical presence and
commanding personality. He had five children and
apparently several affairs, most famously with Toni
Wolff. His father had been a Protestant minister, and
Jung spent considerable time reconciling the Christian mythos with the findings of depth psychology
and later alchemy. He was a prolific writer and frequent attendee of the Eranos Conferences in Ascona,
Switzerland. Assagioli was more Southern and Italian,
warm and soft. He was happily married for over forty
years and had only one child, who died tragically at
the age of twenty-eight. He generally allowed the
teachings to take center stage and tended not to publicly share his personal life and deepest inner experiences. For example, at the end of his life Jung wrote
his spiritual memoir, Memories, Dreams, Reflections,
but Assagioli penned no equivalent book, and neither
was there a full-length biography written about him
before he died. As mentioned before, like Freud Assagioli was raised Jewish.36 Much more than Jung, with
his studies in Western esotericism (alchemy, gnosticism, etc.), Assagioli was oriented towards Eastern
philosophies and practices. Finally, even during Jung’s
lifetime people were calling themselves “Jungians.”
This prompted Jung’s humorous and sarcastic quip:
“I’m glad I’m Jung, and not a Jungian!” Assagioli had
few such acolytes or minions. If anything, students
and therapists called themselves “psychosynthesists,”
thus avoiding the erection of a Church of Assagioli.
To continue our chronology, the Psychosynthesis
Institute was founded in Florence in 1945, where it
still exists today. The Psychosynthesis Research Foundation was founded in Delaware in 1957 and was
later relocated to New York. In 1973 The Act of Will
was published, and Transpersonal Development: The
Dimension beyond Psychosynthesis made its appearance posthumously in 1988. In the 1970s and 1980s
many new schools appeared in Europe and North
America. Like Jung, Assagioli had a background that
included deep interchanges with great thinkers and
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spiritual teachers, including D. T. Suzuki, Alexandra
David-Neel, P. D. Ouspensky, Rabindranath Tagore,
Viktor Frankl, Inayat Khan, Hermann Keyserling,
Alice A. Bailey, C. G. Jung, et. al. They cross-pollinated his work and made it all the more synthetic
and rewarding.

Like Jung, Assagioli had a background
that included deep interchanges with
great thinkers and spiritual teachers.
As far as the major movements, waves or forces
in modern psychology, Assagioli included them all
and then extended them into a fifth. To review, the
First Force, beginning with Freud and his fellow researchers, is Psychoanalysis; the Second Force, beginning with John B. Watson, B. F. Skinner and others, is Behaviorism; the Third Force, beginning with
therapists such as Carl Rogers and James Bugental, is
Existential-Humanistic; the Fourth Force, beginning
with Assagioli and Jung and leading up to Maslow,
Stanislav Grof and others in the late 1960s and into
the 1970s, is Transpersonal Psychology; Assagioli labeled the Fifth Force “psycho-energetics,” which is the
study of all experiences as energy and consciousness.
Among other things it connects modern psychology
to the new physics. In the spirit of Ken Wilber’s later
dictum “transcend and include,” it encapsulates the
best and most useful aspects of the previous four forces and then goes beyond them.
According to Douglas Russell a few of the “basic
constructs” of Psychosynthesis are:
•F
 ocuses on the higher-unconscious at least as
much as on the lower-unconscious, with the
understanding that both can be dynamically repressed.
•D
 evelops exercises to contact, develop and utilize the Spiritual or Higher Will especially in its
three major qualities: Strong, Good and Skillful.37 Related to this is an emphasis on discovering and living out to the best of one’s ability his/
her Life Purpose or dharma.
• Acknowledges and works with both Personal
Psychosynthesis and Spiritual Psychosynthesis.38
• Learns to recognize our various “subpersonalities,” skillfully name and work with them and,
when required, disidentify from them in order
to integrate the psyche and prepare for transpersonal qualities and behaviors to emerge.
• Places an emphasis on raja yoga. This includes
concentration and meditation practices, training the higher or abstract mind, using creative
visualizations, etc.
Unbeknownst to most in the world of psychology, Assagioli in Italy (like Jung in Switzerland) had
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secret esoteric affiliations. Two fairly recent online
articles have begun the process of revealing his true
sources of inspiration, information and direction:
“Roberto Assagioli, Psychosynthesis and the Esoteric
Roots of Transpersonal Psychology,” by Al Mankoff
(2006) and “Beyond the ‘Wall of Silence’—Psychosynthesis Inside and Out,” by Keith Hackwood
(2015). They explore the fact that he was strongly influenced in thought and behavior by not only Jung,
William James and later transpersonal theorists such
as Maslow, but also by Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky
and esotericist and channel Alice A. Bailey. In fact, in
1934 he was reportedly in contact with and directed
by the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul (DK) to “write
an article upon the power of the dedicated will”
(much later he published the complete book on the
topic, The Act of Will). Apparently, starting in 1943,
he was one of the 42 living disciples working with
DK in Discipleship in the New Age, Vol. 1 & 2. Supposedly, he was tasked with translating the esoteric
materials in the vast Alice A. Bailey corpus into clear
and practical terms and exercises. He was told to emphasize the nature and purpose of the Soul at least as
much, if not more, than the personality, to try and
develop a new philosophy and practice of the Will,
and to the best of his ability synthesize Western science and Eastern wisdom.
The Biological & Metaphysical Instincts
In traditional spiritual practices awakening
the metaphysical instincts has often been done
at the expense of suppressing the biological
instincts—a process referred to as spiritual bypassing. The body and its associated needs and
desires are often regarded as impure and as an
obstacle to spiritual attainment.
--Bahman Shirazi

repressed emotional and mental content. The lowerunconscious is mainly regulated through biological
instincts. Instincts are innate, unconscious means by
which Nature operates in all forms of life… Biological instincts… such as survival, aggressive and reproductive instincts are well known and well researched
in general, Western psychology.”40 So then, when we
worry about the negative effects of spiritual bypassing
it would seem that we are mostly concerned with the
harmful consequences of not attending to the lowerunconscious. This is a key point. When we repress
these contents various things may happen. We may
end up projecting them on to others (Type 6). Or suffer a conversion disorder and hysterical symptomology (Type 2). Or split off from them using the schizoid
defense (Type 5). Or become heavily armored and in
denial (Type 8). Or… fill in the blanks. The middle-

unconscious includes the conscious mind and the
realm of conscious suppression in service of adaptation and functionality. In Psychosynthesis there is a
simple yet profound oval or egg-shaped diagram that
is often trotted out and used to show the relationship
between the ego or “I”, the Transpersonal or Higher
Self, the overall Field of Consciousness, the Collective Unconscious, and the Lower, Middle and Upper
Unconscious.41

principle is the Higher or Transpersonal Self. Similar
to the lower- unconscious, it can be made conscious
and integrated into the personality. It contains its
own instinctual processes, which according to Shirazi
can be referred to as “metaphysical instincts.” These
include spiritual intuitions, visions, illuminations,
aspirations, insights and much more, all of which
can be dynamically repressed for various reasons and
rendered unconscious. They are often more powerful
and instructive than the biological instincts and become ever more relevant in the course of our spiritual
development. “They… tend to propel us toward our
spiritual destiny. They influence our religious impulses, beliefs and behaviors, as well as our philosophical
ideations.”
For Jung, the human psyche (he didn’t usually
speak about Essence) has an innate drive or gradient
toward wholeness. Overall, he called this evolutionary process individuation. In similar fashion, in the
past decade the Berkeley-based spiritual teacher A.
H. Almaas has written about what he calls the “enlightenment drive.” In his Runaway Realization we
find this statement: “The particular maturation of the
soul that fosters true practice involves the awakening
of a fourth drive, the enlightenment drive. Although
similar to the instinctual drives… the enlightenment
drive is not completely biological… We may recognize the enlightenment drive as the religious drive, the
longing for God or divine union… In the Diamond
Approach, by recognizing the truth of this drive, we
learn to work on the instinctual drives and harmonize them into the enlightenment drive (27).” This
can also be called the drive toward Spiritual Freedom,
Liberation, Awakening, Realization or True Nature.
It has been observed, that great creative artists,
including painters and sculptors, composers and musicians, writers and poets, architects and others, are
generally far more likely to notice, appreciate and
integrate the higher-unconscious than are people in

In the 1920s Assagioli began the process of theorizing, sketching out and working with what he
termed the higher-unconscious, whose organizing

the therapeutic arts. They are aware that there is a lot
of good, alchemical prima materia to work with, including the myths, symbols and figures of the arche-

When we repress these contents various things may happen. We may end up
projecting them on to others (Type 6).
Or suffer a conversion disorder and hysterical symptomology (Type 2). Or split
off from them using the schizoid defense
(Type 5). Or become heavily armored and
in denial (Type 8). Or… fill in the blanks.

Biological instincts… such as survival,
aggressive and reproductive instincts
are well known and well researched in
general, Western psychology.”40 So then,
when we worry about the negative effects
of spiritual bypassing it would seem that
we are mostly concerned with the harmful consequences of not attending to the
lower-unconscious.
In “The Metaphysical Instincts & Spiritual Bypassing in Integral Psychology,” Bahman Shirazi (Senior Lecturer in the Department of Integral Counseling Psychology at CIIS) makes the salient point that
in his opinion Assagioli’s framework, which combines empirical, depth, humanistic and transpersonal
at once, is “the most comprehensive Western integrative psychological and psychotherapeutic system
compatible with integral [and presumably transpersonal] psychology.”39 He goes on to remind the
reader that the lower-unconscious region, often associated with Freudian psychology, “… is associated
with the biological functions as well as dynamically
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typal realm, and thus are far less likely to indulge in
psychological bypassing and to repress the sublime.42
An example of the higher-unconscious being made
conscious and given creative form would be the final lines from “Sailing to Byzantium,” by W. B. Yeats
(1928):
O sages standing in God’s holy fire
As in the gold mosaic of a wall,
Come from the holy fire, perne in a gyre,
And be the singing-masters of my soul.
Consume my heart away; sick with desire
And fastened to a dying animal
It knows not what it is; and gather me
Into the artifice of eternity…
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
To keep a drowsy Emperor awake;
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
To lords and ladies of Byzantium
Of what is past, or passing, or to come.43
Another poetic example would be the “Duino Elegies,” by Rilke, which incarnates the angelic realm
for our delight, healing and edification.44
A significant part of Assagioli’s vast project was a
de-repression and re-valorization of the higher-unconscious. it should be noted that in his Integral Yoga,
which bears many resemblances to practical aspects of
Psychosynthesis, India philosopher and yogi Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) expressly recommended against
plunging into the subconscient [roughly equivalent
to the lower-unconscious] without first mobilizing
the higher-unconscious. Without this preparation, he
claimed, there is a risk of losing oneself, without adequate tools, in the obscurity and chaos of the inconscient and subconscient worlds. “Sri Aurobindo’s Integral Yoga is unique in that it starts with the opening
of the higher centers of consciousness first. This is to
avoid the trappings of the lower-unconscious and the
intensification of attachments, as well as a myriad of
other problems associated with the premature opening of the kundalini energy… “(Shirazi). Shirazi’s
belief that only Integral Yoga works with the higherunconscious early in the psychospiritual process is
incorrect. Anyone familiar with Assagioli’s writings,
especially the collection of essays in Transpersonal Development, knows that in Psychosynthesis one is explicitly encouraged to become aware of and explore
the higher-unconscious early on, though always in
mature and balanced ways.45
Conclusion: Balancing Right Proportions
People will resort to any external means, even
the most absurd, in order to escape from their own
psyches…
--C. G. Jung
In case of any doubt, let it be clearly stated that
nothing said or implied in this essay should be construed as denigrating modern psychology and the
psychotherapy profession—it is what we do with our
knowledge and practices that is, so to speak, on trial
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here. In fact, in the January 2017 Enneagram Monthly the author published an essay called, “The Regret
of the Basic Fault: Healing the Original Wound with
Psychoanalytic Insight and Mourning.” In the conclusion we find: “As must be obvious by now, it is
my belief that Enneagram-informed theorists, writers, teachers and therapists would do well to make
good use of the very best of psychoanalysis and depth
psychology. Too often these insights and approaches

“As must be obvious by now, it is my belief that Enneagram-informed theorists,
writers, teachers and therapists would
do well to make good use of the very best
of psychoanalysis and depth psychology.
Too often these insights and approaches
from these fields are reduced to a shallow and facile neo-Freudianism and dismissed.
from these fields are reduced to a shallow and facile
neo-Freudianism and dismissed. In my opinion, the
worldwide Enneagram community would do well to
acquaint itself to the next level with important and
useful ideas and methods culled from the likes of:
Freud, Jung, Mahler, Horney, Schwartz-Salant, Jones,
Klein, Winnicott, Kernberg, Kristeva, Lacan, Irigaray
Fromm, Kohut, Fairbairn, Adler, Erikson… “
By implication we would be wise to avoid the tendency to spiritually bypass. In a way the present work
is a companion piece and bookend to the previous
one. Many of us have significant unhealed wounds
that need to be addressed, one way or the other.
What we have been examining is the fact that there
are several negative consequences to getting stuck in
psychological bypassing, the most salient one being
that we run the risk of short circuiting and sacrificing our ability to understand and participate in our
own spiritual evolution. After all, from an esoteric
perspective our task is not to become psychologically sophisticated primates, but rather to transform
ourselves (with a lot of help!) into spiritual initiates,
adepts and masters looking forwards and upwards,
expanding our consciousness into ever deeper levels
of being and wider realms of becoming.46 To move
beyond the 4th or Human Kingdom and into the 5th
or Egoic Kingdom, (the Kingdom of Souls in Theosophical teachings). Here is a key take-away: when we
get stuck in psychological bypassing we could inquire
about the opportunity-cost involved in these attitudes
and behaviors. In other words, what ideas, issues and
activities are not being attending to when we postpone more advanced and elevated understandings
and practices (assuming we have even encountered
them)? The nature and purpose of the soul, and its
relationship to the acquired personality? Processes of
spiritual initiation and evolution? Sri Aurobindo asserted: “Man is a transitional being, he is not final;
for in him and far beyond him ascend the radiant
degrees which climb to a divine supermanhood.47
The step from man towards superman is the next ap-
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proaching achievement for the earth’s evolution… It
is inevitable because it is at once the intention of the
inner spirit and the logic of nature’s process.” A more
poetic revelation of our evolutionary journey comes,
once again, from our Persian friend Rumi:
I died as mineral and became a plant,
I died as plant and rose to an animal,
I died as animal and I was a human,
Why should I fear?
When was I less by dying?
Yet once more I shall die as a human,
To soar with angels blessed above.
And when I sacrifice my Angel Soul
I shall become what no mind ever conceived…”
--Coleman Barks, trans.

Clearly, the Enneagram world needs an
expanded perspective and a new discipline, one that links and addresses psychological and spiritual bypassing in fair,
balanced and useful ways.
Clearly, the Enneagram world needs an expanded perspective and a new discipline, one that links
and addresses psychological and spiritual bypassing
in fair, balanced and useful ways. Another key takeaway: Psychosynthesis, dating back to at least 1965
with the publication of Assagioli’s first major work,
can provide such a framework of theory and praxis.
It is revealing that when one Googles “Jung and the
Enneagram,” or “Myers-Briggs and the Enneagram,”
multiple references surface with great ease. However,
only two appear when one Googles “Psychosynthesis and the Enneagram.” One is from Michael Lerner
on angleofvision.org, where he talks about “a useful
resonance with the Enneagram in Assagioli’s Psychosynthesis model.” Another can be found in Tom Condon’s highly recommended article “The Trouble with
Typing,” where he quotes Assagioli as saying: “You
never kill the ego, you only find it living in a larger
house.”
Since the turn of the century various authors and
teachers have been trying to articulate and promulgate the spiritual or “depth dimension” of the diagram and system, including but not limited to: Sandra Maitri (2000, 2005), A. H. Almaas (2000), Helen
Palmer (1995), Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson
(1999), Claudio Naranjo (1994), Beatrice Chestnut
(2013), Susan Rhodes (2009, 2010). However, an
argument could be made that this will not really be
possible without explicitly addressing the prevalence
of psychological bypassing, by whatever name and
approach is most effective. In 2006 Susan Rhodes
began publishing a series of articles and books where
she took issue with what she called the “dominant
paradigm of the field.” She wrote a critical article
titled “Let’s Depathologize the Enneagram,” where
she listed (without mentioning psychological bypassing by name, only implication) four propositions: 1)
The current [guiding] paradigm [in our enneagram
theories and practices] is unnecessarily negative; 2)
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The current paradigm is too narrow in scope; 3) The
current paradigm is psychologically divisive; 4) The
current paradigm is not very coherent.48 In a footnote
Susan went on to state for the record: “When I advocate to depathologize the enneagram, I’m not saying
we shouldn’t talk about things like defense mechanisms or use the enneagram to help with diagnosing
psychological disorders.49 I’m just saying we shouldn’t
let pathology be what defines the enneagram itself.
The enneagram is not at its core a system for looking
at pathology—it’s a system for looking at life and its
processes.” We could add that it is also a specialized
and powerful tool for becoming more awake, and
thus capable of self-reflection, psychological integration, and the right use of Will. As a result we will be
able to consciously assist in our own growth and evolution, a process traditionally known as spiritual initiation.50 Balancing a concern about spiritual bypassing with attention to how we engage in psychological
bypassing--and then transcending both in what Ken

Wilber calls an “integral embrace,” can help us move
in a positive direction.

We could add that the enneagram is also
a specialized and powerful tool for becoming more awake, and thus capable of
self-reflection, psychological integration,
and the right use of Will. As a result we
will be able to consciously assist in our
own growth and evolution, a process traditionally known as spiritual initiation.
[References, see in part 1]
Endnotes.
34 Until the 1980s and 1990s, one of the only
places that Assagioli’s work was known, discussed and
appropriated was in the Findhorn Foundation,
a well-known and respected intentional spiritual community in the far north of Scotland.
This is where the author first encountered Psychosynthesis, when he took a workshop led by
Diana Whitmore.
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to truly grow and change
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Deeper Into the Enneagram
Portland OR, July 14 - 15
IEA Global Enneagram Conference
Cincinnati, July 19 - 22
The Dynamic Enneagram: Certification Training
(Immediately after the IEA Global Conference)
Cincinnati, July 23 - 27
The Dynamic Enneagram: Five Elements of Change
Central Sweden, September 21 - 23
IEA Latin American Enneagram Conference
Buenos Aires, November 2 - 4
therapeutic Metaphor: Storytelling to Create Change
Tokyo, November 17 -18
Ericksonian Hypnosis
Tokyo, November 22-25
All Details Go Here:
http://www.thechangeworks.com/wkshps/workshps.html

A free workshop brochure and catalog of
Thomas Condon’s CDs, books and videos
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www.thechangeworks.com
Or call 541-382-1894
PO Box 5909, Bend, OR 97708

35
Although it is interesting how often Assagioli is overlooked and even actively
ignored when giving credit to early forerunners
of what became known as the Fourth Force,
Transpersonal Psychology. For example, psychiatrist Stanislav Grof doesn’t mention him
at all in his “A Brief History of Transpersonal
Psychology” (2006).
36
See biographical information and
comparisons with Jung in Catherine A. Lombard, and Massimo Rosselli and Duccio Vanni.
37
From an esoteric perspective these
correspond to the first three Rays of Aspect.
38
“In personal psychosynthesis there
is a process of mental centering: learning to
use the mind to transcend the limitations of
being governed by drives, impulses, emotions,
desires, and partial identifications... Spiritual
psychosynthesis facilitates contacting and expressing energies of the Transpersonal or Higher Self. The consciousness of the Higher Self
includes intuitive awareness, a broad perspective of the human condition and a sense of purpose” (Douglas Russell, 1982).
39
This is a clear and powerful statement, especially since Shirazi, as a professor at
CIIS, is presumably well aware of Ken Wilber’s
Integral Philosophy, Psychology and Spirituality, Steiner’s Anthroposophy, and other holistic
and integral systems of thought and healing.
40
We are familiar with these three
Instinctual Variants or Subtypes in Enneagram
studies: Self-Preservation, Sexual and Social.
They have both higher and lower correlates,
and thus exist in both the lower-unconscious
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and higher-unconscious. We are complicated, mixedbag, instinctually speaking, and sorting this out becomes a preliminary practice in personal psychosynthesis.
41 Tibetan Buddhist teacher and writer Pema
Chodron likes to say that “Our life’s task is to use
what we have been given to wake up!” One benefit of
studying Assagioli’s egg or oval diagram is that we in
front of us a graphic depiction of what we have been
given from a comprehensive point of view
42 One thinks of Rilke pleading: “Don’t take
my devils away, because my angels may flee too!”
However, it is not useful to overly romanticize creative artists, because many of them indulged in an
artistic equivalent of spiritual bypassing; they refused
treatment for their various ailments, and thus became
ever more addicted, neurotic and even psychotic. Van
Gogh was a case in point. Kurt Cobain and his depression, Karen Carpenter and her anorexia—the list
is long.
43 Yeats was, of course, heavily involved in the
Dublin Theosophical Lodge, and was also interested
in Hermeticism, Rosicrucianism and Spiritualism.
44 “For beauty is nothing but the beginning
of terror which we are barely able to endure, and it
amazes us so because it serenely disdains to destroy
us. Every angel is terrible.” First Elegy
45 See Chapter 10, “Spiritual Development
and Neuro-Psychological Disturbances,” in Assagioli’s Transpersonal Development.
46 “Initiation… is a graded and realized series
of expansions of consciousness, a steadily increasing
awareness of divinity and of all its implications…
“From Bethlehem to Calvary, by Alice A. Bailey (27).
47 This is very similar to Nietzsche’s notion of
the uber-mensch, but from an even more profound
philosophical and spiritual perspective.
48 In Susan’s articles and books she articulates
and deconstructs two aspects of this “dominant paradigm” of Enneagram studies. The first has to do with
the contemporary (post-1960s) Enneagram’s relationship to Freudian theory and the modern medical
model (dating back to early Ichazo and Naranjo); the
second has to do with what she calls the “ego vs. essence” dichotomy and model.
49 As some have noted, after approximately
fifty years the Enneagram community has become
very good at focusing on and accurately diagnosing
psychological disorders. Healing and/or curing them
is a different story. For that to happen we would have
to develop spiritual/transpersonal understandings,
through being involved with spiritual philosophies
and practices.
50 For detailed and inspiring material about
the phenomenology of spiritual initiation, see Initiation, by Elisabeth Haich, and Initiation: Human and
Solar and The Rays and the Initiations, by Alice A. Bailey. For now, the reader can ponder on this esoteric
truism: “The soul on its own level is an initiate.” •
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Figure 1. the Two Arcs
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Typing, Using the Tarot of the Enneagram

W

e all know that typing an individual—
whether ourselves or somebody else—can
be a challenging process. The tools we
currently use include type panels, interviews, tests,
media (books, films, etc.), and talking to people who
have already typed themselves. These all provide us
with valuable clues about the nature of the nine types
that can be used both for self-typing and by enneagram professionals supporting clients seeking to determine their type.
I’ve recently discovered a new approach to typing based on my work with the tarot. After finishing my new book (The Fool’s Excellent Adventure: a
Journey Through the Enneagram and Tarot) in Nov.
2017, I developed a new major arcana deck called
the Tarot of the Enneagram to illustrate the concepts discussed in the book. Both the book and the
deck are based on the idea that the numbers on the
enneagram (1 – 9) can be linked with the numbered
cards in the major arcana of the tarot, either directly
(simply by linking tarot cards 1 – 9 with enneagram
types 1 – 9) or via cross-sum addition (where tarot
cards with numbers higher than 10 are reduced to
1 – 9 by summing their digits). (See Chapter 1 of
the book on my Enneagram Dimensions website

Susan Rhodes
for more on cross-sum addition.)
The deck: a new tool for enneagram work
While the purpose of the book is to clearly demonstrate the correspondences between the tarot and
enneagram based on their shared numerology, the
purpose of the deck is designed to creating a concrete
tool for working with both systems together. From an
enneagrammatic point of view, the deck allows us for
the first time to use archetypal imagery to describe
the nine types, rather than just verbal or written descriptions.
This is significant because images have a distinct
advantage over words when it comes to working with
psychic forces. As shamans, artists, and mystics understand, the deeper psyche speaks to us in images,
bypassing our mental beliefs and the words we use
to structure them. As a result, having a tool to translate the nine types into archetypal images provides a
completely new way of working with them—one that
will allow enneagram teachers, coaches, and anybody
else to more directly experience the archetypal energy
associated with each of the types. The tarot deck also

symbolically incorporates certain enneagram concepts based on the numbers 9, 18, and 27.
Although there are many ways to work with
this new deck, my primary focus in this article is
to show how using a particular arrangement of the
cards (the Hero’s Journey Matrix; see below) helps
clients to determine their enneagram type. But I
also provide some hints about other ways to use this
matrix to expand the way we currently work with
the enneagram.
The Hero’s Journey Spread
The Hero’s Journey Matrix is a tarot spread I developed based on Hajo Banzhaf ’s The Tarot and the
Journey of the Hero (2000), where Banzhaf organizes
the major arcana (and the hero’s journey) using the
number 9 as his basis (Fig. 1).
• His first group of tarot cards consists of nine
archetypes (Cards 1 – 9), which he calls the Arc
of the Day.
• The second group consists of nine “mystery” or
shadow aspects of the original nine archetypes
(Cards 10 – 18), which he calls the Arc of the
Night.

Figure 1. the Two Arcs
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• The third group consists of the last three cards
(19 – 21), which he calls the Goal or Return; it
symbolizes the results of reconciling the Arc of
the Day archetypes with their Arc of the Night
shadow qualities.
The Fool card is not included in any group, because The Fool symbolizes the would-be hero who
makes the journey, although this card has a natural
affiliation with the number 9; please see the discussion below for details.
Fig. 1 shows these figures arranged into a 3 x 9
matrix. It uses the well-known Rider-Waite-Smith
(RWS) tarot deck to describe the 21 cards of the tarot, plus The Fool. Potentially, this matrix could be
the basis for showing the reconciliation of all nine
archetypes in Row 1 (where each column represents
a path associated with the nine archetypes associated
with the numbers 1 – 9). But it is limited by the fact
that the traditional tarot has only 21 cards. As a result, only the first three columns have images describing the entire process of reconciliation. In my book,
I introduced six new images to fill in Row 3, which I
append to the well-known Rider-Waite-Smith (RWS)
images of the tarot.

However, after the book was published, I developed an entirely new RWS-style tarot that keeps
much of the original “flavor” of the RWS deck but
adds some enneagram-based symbolism (Fig. 2).
From a positive enneagram perspective, this new
deck makes it much easier to envision the nine types
as positive potentials, because they visually depict the
means by which each type becomes an integrated whole
(what Jung called a “higher 3rd). Each column depicts
the path by which the nine types are able to realize
that wholeness:
0/9: The Path of Divine Possibility
1: The Path of Alchemy
2
The Path of Intuition
3: The Path of Creativity
4: The Path of Individuation
5: The Path of Wisdom
6: The Path of Trust in the Goodness of Life
7: The Path of Liberation
8: The Path of Ascension
One note: Path 0/9 has a dual label because it’s the
path at both the beginning and the end of the journey. Everything starts with Divine Possibility, but this
possibility is never-ending. Also related to this idea is

that, like Type 9 on the enneagram—the “universal”
type—The Fool occupies a special position in the tarot. In one sense, The Fool is like the hero that makes
the journey (and is thus outside the 27-card matrix).
On the enneagram it is associated with Point 9. This
makes sense, because Nines have the same paradoxical quality as The Fool: they are one of the nine types
but they are also often thought of as the “root” type
for all the other enneagram types.
To get more familiar with each path, check out
the slide show and path descriptions introduced in
my 2018 presentation at the NW Tarot Symposium
in Portland, OR (http://www.enneagramdimensions.
net/articles.htm).
I expect many applications for this matrix to
emerge over the next few months. The one I’ll explore
below focuses mainly on how we can use it to help
identify a client’s enneagram type.
Background
Two weeks ago, I gave a presentation on my book
and new deck at the Northwest Tarot Symposium in
Portland. That’s the source of the slide slow and path
descriptions mentioned earlier. In the talk, I said I
saw many ways the matrix could be used. But at that

Figure 2. with Enneagram Based Symbolism
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point, this idea was based more on intuition than experience. But over the next two days, I was able to
move into the realm of practical experience. This confirmed my sense that the matrix is definitely a powerful tool for inner work.
I had decided not only to give a talk but to sell
my book and deck (if the latter was finished) at the
event, so I had a booth where I laid out all the cards as
shown in Fig. 2. I placed a chair outside the booth so
people could sit down and look at the cards in greater
detail, should they want to. Then I sat down on the
other side of the table and waited to see what would
happen.
First, I noticed how the cards in the matrix magnetized people to my booth. People would look at the
cards, then the book, and then back at the cards, trying to put the two together. If they seemed sufficiently
intrigued, I would ask them if they would like more
information. It turned out that many were interested;
they correctly realized that I was interested in exploring ideas with them (not just in selling merchandise).
As a result, many accepted my invitation to sit down,
whereupon I would explain how the matrix worked
(and how it could connect the enneagram and tarot).
Most visitors knew something about the tarot and
less about the enneagram. There were a few notable
exceptions, like the guy—almost certainly a Five—
who thoughtfully asked me if the matrix described
the 27 enneagram subtypes! (I’m not going to tell you
what I said to him; I’ll leave it to you to figure out my
likely response.)
Another women knew her type (4) and had quite
a bit of enneagram background. With both of these
visitors, I found I was able to relate a LOT of information using the images of the deck and the matrix
arrangement, building upon their knowledge of such
concepts as wing types, subtypes, and connecting
points. The more they knew, the more fun the process became.
But most of my visitors didn’t know anything
about either system; the booth area was billed as a
Metaphysical Fair and was open to the public, as well
as guests of the hotel. So just about anybody could—
and did—wander in. I explored the matrix in various ways with different people, depending on their
interests and background. Sometimes I asked them
if any of the cards (or columns) either appealed to
them or produced a sense of aversion. That gave me
something to work with—some clues about their interests of my guests and reasons they were attracted
to the cards.
Some people told me their interests (e.g., resolving relationship problems or trying to make an important life decision). But many said very little; we
just looked at the cards and let them lead us where
they would. For several individuals—those interested
in deeper self-understanding—this interaction led in
the direction of a very different kind of “typing interview.”
Typing using tarot images
Over the course of two rather intense days of exploring the nine paths, I realized the power of this
matrix to both pinpoint someone’s enneagram type
and also to confirm someone’s initial (but uncon-
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firmed impressions) of their type. Because of the
casualness and exploratory nature of these sessions,
I didn’t push in any way to confirm the type; but
type information nonetheless emerged. And it usually emerged in an extremely interesting way, because
images engage people in a totally different way than
questions or typing tests. The images seemed to help
them tap into an innate part of themselves that they
found intriguing. Even scary images (like Death or
the Devil), didn’t produce too much trepidation, because I emphasized the lessons they are designed to
teach us.
In the case of Death, it teaches us how to let go
of outworn beliefs whereas the Devil—which I call
the Dweller—protects us from prematurely taking on
challenges for which we are not ready via the induction of fear. (When the time is right, the fear tends to
subside sufficiently so that we can then approach our
fears with greater confidence and capability.) Death
(13) is associated with Type 4 on the enneagram, because Fours greatly benefit from letting go of ideas
based on social conditioning, so they can experience
their true or authentic Self; the Dweller (15) is associated with Type 6 because Sixes need to realize that
fear can be a positive force that serves a useful purpose.
Talking casually about these ideas helped people
relax and enjoy exploring the cards. Most people
seemed highly intrigued; they liked to talk about the
images and did not put up the kind of psychological
barriers that can arise in formal typing interviews.
Below are three examples of enneagram typing
that arose more or less spontaneously during the sessions. In no case were we really seeking to discover the
enneagram type as the main goal. Nevertheless, in the
course of our discussion of the images, it sometimes
became increasingly clear that a type was emerging
into view. In two of the cases, the people were interested in discovering the type; in the third, I sensed an
aversion and didn’t push the river. But still, a definite
impression of type emerged.
Three typing examples
Examples 1 and 2: two women in their 20s who
seemed like best friends exploring their options and
having a good time at the fair. They talked a lot between themselves about their reactions to the cards,
giving me a lot of helpful information as far as their
types were concerned!
Example 1: a young woman with a certain reserve
who was fairly definitive about her opinions and more
outgoing than introverted. She had a little bit of an
“edge” and consistently took the lead in conversation
with her friend. She liked the cards that showed female figures taking the initiative, such as the female
image on the Justice card (11), which looks a lot like
the goddess Athena: bold, forthright, and athletic.
She actually liked that card enough to say it would
be cool to have an outfit like that for her upcoming wedding! This reminded me of a One going to
Seven; she’d probably never actually sub out her wedding dress for Athena’s tunic, but the idea intrigued
her! I tried to follow up a bit by mentioning that she
might want to take a look at the Magician’s Path of
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Alchemy, the path associated with Type 1 (because
of the One’s desire to develop the tools necessary to
transform the world for the better). But she wasn’t really interested for herself, perhaps because she already
knew what she wanted (she was getting married soon,
after all); she was more interested in encouraging her
friend to explore the cards.
Her agreeably laid-back friend was Example 2.
The friend was intrigued by the images on the cards
and enjoyed talking about them. She was intrigued
by all the cards and didn’t seem especially put off by
even “negative” cards like The Tower, Death, or The
Hanged Man. After a while, she remarked, “I feel
like I see myself in all the cards.” Anyone with some
typing experience knows this is a statement typically
made by Nines the first time they encounter type
descriptions (or in this case, the type images). Nines
don’t really want to be one type; they want to be all
of them!
To check out my guess that she might be a Nine,
I directed her attention to the cards in the “Nine”
column, like
The Fool (who, like a Nine, symbolizes a figure
that is very curious but not particularly goal-oriented)

•

The Hermit (who benefits from time alone to develop greater focus and a sense of true interiority)

•

The Moon (which represents the long journey
home, a journey that can only be completed by
those who can stay focused and undistracted by
either negative or positive happenings along the
way)

•

Divine Mystery (which shows a black hole surrounded by brilliant light, symbolizing the idea
that everything we see in the manifest world
ultimately emanates from a place of mysterious
nothingness)

•

This client seemed to relate to all the cards with
some degree of understanding (I saw a lot of nods)
but particularly liked the Divine Mystery card. This
would be natural for a Nine, since they tend to have
a deeply mystical streak. She also admitted that she
often found both decision-making and avoiding distractions to be something of a challenge. Basically,
most if not all of her responses lined up with what we
would hear from a young Nine just beginning to find
her way in the world.
Example 3. This was an attractive-looking but
somewhat subdued woman in her late 30s who was
initially hard to read but who seemed seriously interested in exploring the cards and the paths they represented. At one point, I asked whether she liked or disliked any particular cards. Like the first woman (see
above), she really liked my Athena-like portrayal of
Justice (11). This card depicts qualities like emotional
balance and intellectual sharpness that I would consider to be shadow aspects for someone who is Type
2, because Twos generally like to connect with people, not judge them! Thus, the sharp sword and balance held by the Justice figure would not immediately
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appeal to a Two, especially the balance (which symbolizes the ability to make decisions dispassionately,
divorced of personal or emotional considerations).
But the woman in front of me seemed to be energized by this image; she was drawn to the sword but
not put off by the balance. If anything, the opposite
was true; for her, this card seemed to represent feminine strength and stability. This made me suspect that
she was not a Two.
She also liked the Garden of Eden image in Card
6 but not the Devil/Dweller image of Card 15. So
I had a discussion with her like the one mentioned
above, where I pointed out that the Dweller might
have more positive qualities than we might at first notice. For example, he does not really look threatening;
and his star is not inverted (as in the Waite “Devil”
card). Then she herself noticed the caduceus arising
from under the magenta blanket covering his lap,
which she associated with healing. I remarked that
this Dweller might not be a popular card, but that
it truly represented a teacher with valuable lessons to
impart, if only we can get over our fears of his outer
Goat-like appearance (i.e., to overcome our aversion
to addressing “shadow” issues).
I also pointed out that although the Garden of
Eden image of Card 6 was very beautiful, it was also
awfully idealized, because it depicts a couple who
defers to the Angel above instead of relying on their
own judgments, which would entail growing up
and taking responsibility for their decisions. I noted
that both Card 6 and Card 15 include oversized authority figures that represent mental projections of
our own inner authority onto figures outside of us.
I said that the last card in this sequence, The Divine
Family (24), has no outer authority figure, because
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A Hero’s Journey through the Enneagram & Tarot
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point she needed to arrive at. She got to unburden
herself to someone anonymous and to receive feedback that the fear she felt (which she did discuss in
brief ) did not indicate that she was “less than” others for feeling it. Explaining the positive qualities of
Type 6 seemed to give her the confidence she needed
to reveal what she probably considered a shameful
secret. I hope it helped her get past this difficult situation and discover how to use her talents in a way that
allows her to feel good about herself and the work
that she does.

Can we use the tarot for enneagram typing?
The answer to that question is a definite yes. Even
these preliminary explorations provided powerful evidence that linking tarot images (and especially tarot
paths on the hero’s journey) provides a wonderfully
evocative way to explore the nature of the nine enneagram types—and for those who are interested, to
pinpoint their particular enneagram type.
In addition, this method was fun for participants
and surprisingly quick and efficient. People were
drawn to the cards and gave spontaneous impressions
of them that helped me help them “locate” their type
using both individual images and the 3-card path sequences. So I found this approach much easier than
doing formal typing interviews, although my training
in that department (from the Palmer-Daniels Level
II program) was also helpful, especially after participants had become somewhat acquainted with the
deck, the individual cards, and the nine paths.
Depicting the nine types as imaginal paths of
development also made this approach pretty nonthreatening. People had no real incentive to avoid
identifying their type because they were afraid to
know negative things about themselves. If anything, the reverse was
true: because the paths focus on how
to integrate the psyche, people didn’t
seem at all defensive about their type.
A Hero’s Journey
And framing the whole situation in
through the Enneagram & Tarot
terms of a hero’s adventure gave them
the courage to look within without
by Susan Rhodes, Ph.D., 334 pp., $24.95
undue fear of what they might find!
Available now on Amazon & other online outlets!
The best thing about this approach
is how participatory it is: people like
THE ENNEAGRAM AND TAROT are both great systems but have never
to explore the cards and often notice
been discussed together until now. But there are many connections
things about them that I have not noticed, even though I designed them!
between the nine types and the 22 cards of the tarot major arcana.
So to me, it’s a “win-win” for both the
In this book, I explore those connections, showing how the magical
enneagram facilitator and client. I reimagery of the Pamela Colman Smith’s 1909 tarot deck can add a
ally like the collaborative nature of this
wonderfully imaginative visual dimension to our enneagram work.
kind of exploration and believe it will
Key topics include:
offer a completely new—and highly
 an introduction to the enneagram, the tarot, and the hero’s journey
satisfying—way of working with the
nine types, not only to initially iden an introduction to the magico-philosophical system of Hermeticism (a
tify a person’s type but to do other
non-dualistic, potential-oriented approach)
type-related inner work (e.g., explor a nine path model of the hero’s journey based on the enneagram
ing relationships, resolving work-related problems, and helping people make
 an exploration into the role of the enneagram within the Western
informed decisions). Stay tuned for
Esoteric Tradition, including its connection to the Hermetic qabala
more detailed impressions as I work
 a deeper exploration into the link between the personality and prowith more people over the next few
cess enneagrams (so we can see how our individual nature affects our
months. 				
•

The Fool’s Excellent Adventure:
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it represents someone who has assumed responsibility for making big decisions in life. As a result,
that person has the kind of inner balance needed to
attract a partner, create a family, and contribute to
the larger community (as shown by the images on
the card).
I also observed that both the Day and Night images represented extreme positions, neither of which
was either as good or bad as they first appeared. She
nodded in understanding, and when I saw how this
discussion was leading in a positive direction, I began
to suspect she might be a Six. (A Six would also tend
to like the Athena image, because of the Six’s feisty
side and their attraction to defending the underdog.
They would like the idea that we live in a world based
on laws where rational decision-making can help create a stable order.)
At that point, I described the Six on the enneagram, stressing their positive qualities such as loyalty,
commitment to family, and service ethic. Initially, she
did not respond. But then I observed that “Sixes are
often willing to take on unappealing tasks that others
avoid.”
At that moment, she looked up from the cards
and said very quietly but purposefully, “You mean
like teaching middle school?”
I waited for the other shoe to drop. After a long
pause, she revealed that she had just handed in her
resignation the previous week (in the middle of the
school term, which I suspect meant she was truly at
some kind of personal breaking point). At that point,
I was pretty sure she was a Six, although we didn’t talk
about it, because she had to leave to go to a Symposium talk.
Later, I realized that she had arrived at exactly the
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Using Hajo’s Banzhaf’s nine-based model of the tarot,
I devised six new images for the tarot, creating a 27card major arcana. The ﬁrst nine cards introduce us
to the nine paths of the hero, the second nine to the
challenges faced on each path, and the third nine to
purpose of each path. Whatever your type, The Fool’s
Excellent Adventure can help you better understand it.

transformational journey)
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Three Levels of Learning...

gions one used to excommunicate mystics. Kabbalah
is the mystical side of the Judaic tradition. It has had
a big influence on Western culture, among others, on
Christianity and Western science. Newton and Boyle,
founders of modern physics and chemistry, are said to
have been Kabbalists.

Kabbalah
The word Kabbalah is derived from the Hebrew
word “kabal” which means to receive. This was interpreted in two ways. One was that the kabbalistic
knowledge from Babylonian times on was transferred
from teacher to student in an oral tradition. When
the first books on Kabbalah were written in the Middle Ages, there was a fully developed system. The second way is that this knowledge was revealed to the
rabbis who wrote these books.
The Tree of Life
The Tree of Life (Figure 1) in Kabbalah represents
the process of creation and the process of spiritual development. Down the tree is the process of creation;
up the tree is the process of spiritual development.
The upper ball (sefirah) of the Tree, Kether (meaning crown), represents the first undifferentiated emanation of God. This can be compared with the circle
around the Enneagram. The next balls, called sefiroth
(plural of sefirah), represent the differentiated emanations of the Divine. Imagine that the top sefirah
is the pure white light. It shines through a prism to
break down into all the different colors of the rainbow. These colors represent the different qualities of
Essence.
I will not discuss similarities between the Enneagram types and the sefiroth. Rabbi Howard Addison
wrote a very interesting book on that. What I want
to discuss is how the Tree of Life can be a precise
instrument to guide our psychological and spiritual
development with the Enneagram.
The Three Pillars
The Tree has three pillars. The left is the pillar of
form. It stands for receptivity, severity, constraint. The
right is the pillar of force. It represents activity, mercy,
passion. In the middle is the pillar of consciousness.
A very important concept is the concept of balance.
The left and the right pillar ought to be in equilibrium. When we tend too much to the left or to the
right we have a problem. For instance, when we have
too much Chesed (loving kindness, mercy) which is
not balanced with Gevurah (power, discernment),
our children will be spoiled and have big problems
later in life. And when we have lots of Gevurah and
no Chesed, they will have other problems. The pillar
of consciousness helps us keep that balance.
When we go up the tree by the middle column,
the first sefirah is Malkut, the sefirah of matter and
physicality. This is our body, which gives us possibilities and constraints in our life. It is also the level of
the subconscious.
Yesod is the level of the ego, the Enneagram of
Fixations: the false self, the world of images, of illu-
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sion. In other words, Yesod is the place of the still unconscious Enneatype. Every sephirah can be thought
of as having a tree in it. When we identify Enneatypes
with sephiroth, we are talking of the tree in Yesod.
In Yesod, the person is psychologically on automatic.
His own type is the norm of things. There is no Free
Will, though one usually has the illusion of Free Will.
When different traditions speak of the world as an
illusion, they are speaking of the level of Yesod. Yesod, which means foundation, is also the sefirah of
the ego, which we need to accomplish things in the
world.
The three triads around Yesod refer to action,
thinking and feeling. These triads represent the body
(belly) types, head types and feeling (heart) types.
They also refer to three practices: (1) the practice of
daily activity, of leading a righteous life, which asks
for conscious attention every minute; (2) the practice
of study and contemplation; and (3) the practice of
devotion. Different schools in the kabbalistic tradition have different accents in these practices, but in
general they agree that we need all three. Spiritual development without application in daily life is pride,
and a waste of time. Gurdjieff’s Fourth Way was no
new invention at all.
The triad above those three is the triad of awakening consciousness and of willingness. Willingness
means making choices time and again about going
the spiritual path or not. There is a distinct difference
with willfulness. Willfulness belongs to Yesod; in willingness there is an element of surrender—I give up
my willfulness to walk my soul path.
Tifereth has a special place in the whole system.
It is the level of the Inner Observer, the true individual self, and also the doorway to the spiritual world.
The realms below and above Tifereth imply different
states of consciousness. Below Tifereth this state is
called Katnut which literally means immaturity or
smallness and could be translated as constricted consciousness. Above Tifereth, the name is Gadlut. The
literal meaning is maturity or greatness, translated as
expanded consciousness (Figure 2).
The triad Tifereth-Gevurah-Chesed is the soul
triad. Here we find conscience, moral qualities, and
also real Free Will. It is the highest strictly individual
level. The soul can choose to work on its karma or
not, to let itself be ruled by the Enneatype or not, to
follow the path of spiritual development or not.
Above this level we find the transpersonal area.
The non-sephirah of Da’at is the level of higher
knowledge and of the collective unconscious. The
concept of a non-sephira can be understood as a window, a void through which we can look outside. So
through the nothingness of Da’at, we can see beyond,
that is, if the Veil that is in the same place is drawn.
Beyond Da’at there is the supernatural triad Binah –
Chokmah – Kether. This is the level of the Divine.
Four Worlds
So Tifereth is a doorway to another level of consciousness. This is also represented by the four worlds
(Figure 3). In the kabbalistic world view, God did
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not create one world but four in succession. The first
world is the world of Azilut, the world of divine emanation, pure consciousness, being, the Image of God.
This was a perfect world, and therefore there was no
change. The second world is the world of Beriah, the
world of creation, the spiritual world, the world of
Essences, of ideas. Beriah holds Essences like the Essence of a tree, or a rose. Every tree or rose represents
this Essence, no matter what different forms they
have. Beriah is also the world of the Essences of the
higher ideas and virtues of the Enneagram. So in this
system there is a clear difference between the Divine
and Essence. Essence is an emanation, a manifestation of the Divine, but not the Divine Him/Herself.
The third world is the world of Yetsirah, the world
of formation, of forms and designs, the psychological
world. This is the world we described above. Here we
find all the different designs of trees and roses, though
still not in physical form, as well as our various images of the higher ideas and virtues. The fourth world is
Asiyyah, the physical world, our bodily existence, the
world of action. In Asiyyah, the forms of Yetsirah are
realized in matter and behavior. Fisdell compares the
four worlds with the supply of electricity. The Divine
world is the energy company, Beriah is the power station, Yetsirah the transformer and Assiyah the socket
where we plug in our toaster. It would do us no good
to plug our iron into the power station. The overlapping trees are also referred to as Jacob’s Ladder. Descending the ladder, we see a growing differentiation,
a growing density, from very subtle energy to very
tangible matter and an increasing duality.
Shifting Worlds
Now when we look closely at the overlaps of the
worlds on the ladder, the top of the world of action
(Assiyah) coincides with the core of the psychological world (Yetsirah) and the base of the world of the
spirit (Beriah). This is Tiphereth in the psychological
world, the place of the Inner Observer. So, lo and behold, when we are in the place of the Inner Observer,
we can go further up the psychological tree, and we
can also go through Tiphereth to the bottom of Beriah, the world of the essences of higher ideas and
virtues. This shift of worlds is a real transformation.
The base sephirah of a tree is called Malkut, which
means kingdom. So the base of the spiritual tree is
the kingdom of heavens (Beriah is also described as
seven heavens in succession) to which Jesus referred.
Tiphereth is the eye of the needle through which we
can enter the kingdom of heavens. The top of the psychological tree coincides with the core of the spiritual
tree and the bottom of the divine tree. This is where
we can get a glimpse of the Divine.
Growth
In Yesod, we have images of the higher worlds,
but there is no overlap, no contact with these worlds.
Which means that as long as or as far as we are identified with our type and stay in Yesod with our attention, we cannot grow spiritually. Spiritual growth implies transcending type, or at least disidentification.
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The four worlds show us shades of duality: The
divine world is non-dual; the material world is completely dual; the other two worlds have shades of duality in between. And every world knows a number of
levels. So in this system it is not just Essence and type
with nothing in between. It was said that the Tree of
Life was created to give us stepping stones to climb
back to the Divine.
No matter which advanced stages of consciousness we reach, we will still have a body and an emotional set up. When we develop, the place of our type
in our total conscious worldview becomes smaller.
It surprises us, for instance under stress, but we are
not driven by it as much as when we were completely
identified with it.
God Immanent and God Transcendent
Now which of the teachers I mentioned in the beginning was right? All of them. When we take the
tree as a representation of creation, everything that
was created is an emanation of God. So yes, She/He
is in us. This is referred to as God Immanent. When
we take the tree as a symbol of our spiritual journey
God Her/Himself is unknowable and there are many
many steps to come nearer to the Divine. We have
to go to other states of consciousness to experience
a reflection of the Divine. This is God Transcendent.
Answers to My Questions
Kabbalah gave me a practical and manageable set
of concepts around the relationship between psychology and spirituality, with transpersonal psychology in
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between. It is clearly related to the Enneagram, with
the type as an automatic pattern in Yesod, the place of
the false self, and Tifereth as the Inner Observer and
the real individual self. The Essences of the higher
ideas and virtues are in the world of Beriah, with our
interpretations of these in Yetsirah. Below Tifereth it
is pure psychology (except in the sense of God Immanent: “Split a stone and I am there”), and that is
where we usually look when we study type.
The place of the Inner Observer is the beginning
of the spiritual path. We will always have a Type, like
we will always have a body as long as we are here in
this terrestrial realm, but as we grow it will dominate us less. In the higher state panels, we talk mostly
about our interpretations of the higher ideas and virtues, often seen from the place of our Type. And that
place is psychology. The Enneagram system is deterministic in the sense that we have to do it with our
Type, just like we cannot swap bodies. But it is not
deterministic in the sense that we can use our Free
Will to make other, moral, choices (Type is not moral
because it is automatic).
The kabbalistic tree of life gave me a consistent
model and a concrete frame of reference for all my
questions. It also offered concrete paths of action for
spiritual growth. For those want to read more, I offer
some reading suggestions.
__________
Addison, Howard, The Enneagram and Kabbalah
(Jewish Lights Publishing), Woodstock.

Kaplan, Aryeh, Meditation and Kabbalah (Samuel
Weiser), York Beach, Maine.
Halevi, Z’ev ben Shimon, Tree of Life (Samuel
Weiser), York Beach, Maine.
Halevi, Z’ev ben Shimon, Psychology and Kabbalah (Samuel Weiser), York Beach, Maine.
Fisdel, S.A., The practice of Kabbalah (Jason Aronson Inc.), Northvale New Jersey, 1996.

Three Levels of
Learning, three
Levels of Consciousness

In this article, I will present the three levels of
learning that the Enneagram provides to those who
are seeking to understand themselves better and how
these three levels of learning relate to three levels of
consciousness. Both business management literature
and many spiritual traditions point to these three levels of personal development.
Here I’ll briefly summarize the spiritual tradition
of the Kabbalah (also described in my book, Enneagram at Work, Towards Personal Mastery and Social
Intelligence, published in Dutch in 2000 and English
2005). Then I’ll proceed with discussing the practical
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implications for learning with the Enneagram on different levels of consciousness and provide examples
of exercises that can be done to aid one’s growth and
learning.

rule of the transcendent level, and the transcendent
level under divine guidance. We don’t lose any of
these levels; we don’t let go of them. They remain in
tact, fully functioning at all times.

Spiritual Tradition: The Tree of Life
In the kabbalistic tree of life, we see a number of
levels of consciousness. Malchut represents the physical level, the body. Yesod corresponds to the fixations
within the Enneagram of fixations, often referred to
as the false self. Tifereth can be seen as the inner observer, the real individual self, the inner guide, the
transfer point to the spiritual realm.
In an earlier [Feb., ’00] EM article, I described
Jacobs ladder, the overlapping four trees of life, representing the four worlds. From top to bottom, these
are the divine, the spiritual, the psychological, and
the physical world. The upper three worlds correspond with the three Buddhist worlds: the formless
world, the world of pure form, and the world of senses and desires. The higher virtues and ideas belong to
the spiritual world, not to the psychological world.
So it is clear that they represent another state of consciousness.
Different levels of will are associated with the different levels of consciousness. The vital will to ensure one’s physical survival belongs to Malchut, the
body level. The ego will—the skillful will to survive
psychologically—aligns with the Enneagram of fixations, or the level of Yesod. If our human experience
comprised only these two levels, real altruism would
be impossible, and real personal growth could not
happen. Our capacity to learn would be limited to
the learning of tricks only, similar to an ape’s ability
to learn.
Tifereth, however, corresponds to the higher personal will. This will is concerned about matters of the
soul, for example, “What is this soul learning in this
lifetime? What important steps does this particular
person have to make in life which will enable him
to learn?” Then in the part of the psychological tree
that overlaps with the spiritual tree, we find the ethical will: “Is what I want good for myself and others?
In the long term, what is the right thing to do? And
the transcendent will: Not my own personal will but
a larger will governs my deeds. And above that, the
divine will.
When we grow to a higher level, it doesn’t mean
that we lose connection with the lower level. For example, when a toddler undergoes the process of potty
training, it does not mean that the child lets go of his
body’s will. It means the child brings the body under
the rule of the next higher will. Kids like to be accepted in the family; they like to be approved of; they
want rewards and don’t want punishment; they want
to be like their older siblings; and so they become
potty-trained.
Thus, the will at the level of Yesod, the psychological level—the level of type—is able to rule the
body in many ways. As a result, we don’t lose our
type when we grow, nor do we let go of it, but we
bring it under the rule of the real self, the level of
Tifereth. When this occurs, the type is not running
us any more; we’re running our type.
In the same way, the real self can come under the

Management literature
In management literature, R. Hargrove of Masterful Coaching discusses the theory of single loop,
double loop, and triple loop learning. Single loop
learning means receiving instructions how to do
things and following these instructions, like learning
how to solve problems, how to handle conflicts, or
how to repair things that break down. Double loop
learning implies studying underlying patterns, like
“Why do so many of my employees experience burn
out?” “Why do I always have the same kind of conflicts with my superiors?” or “Why is it that we always
have the same kind of breakdowns in the production
process?”
This level of learning implies “reframing.” For instance, often business executives complain that they
do not know what kind of a next steps they should
take to take in managing their careers. A management
consultant might help to clarify that this is a very
normal stage in a change process and that becoming
conscious of this is a very positive step. It means the
person is learning.
Triple loop learning is transformational learning.
According to Peter Senge (The Fifth Discipline), this
is the only real organizational learning. It requires
changing the underlying mental model. Senge speaks
of metanoia, the Greek word for fundamental change
or transcendence (meta, meaning above or beyond,
and noia from nous, mind). This is essentially different
from survival learning or adaptive learning, says Senge.
Survival learning limits the capacity to learn, transformational learning enhances the capacity to learn.
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Levels of Learning with the Enneagram
In working with the Enneagram, we can discern
three levels of learning that look remarkably like the
spiritual levels and the management levels of learning: First order learning—behavioral change, skills
training; Second order learning—observation of
type patterns, reframing, disidentifying; and Third
order learning—transformation.
If we recognize the levels of learning in management literature, we can easily connect these learning
levels with the spiritual tradition of the Kabbalah’s
tree of life. First order learning is the level of Yesod.
Second order learning is the level of the inner observer, Tifereth; and third order learning is the shift
from the psychological to the spiritual world.
Keep in mind, however, that there are no sharp
distinctions between the three levels of learning.
Rather, the division is fuzzy. It is difficult to change
one’s behavior without reflecting on oneself. Self-observation implies no longer being completely identified with one’s type—or else, there would be no one
to observe.
Transformation, of course, is impossible without
disidentification. Second and third order changes will
cause changes in behavior. So the levels are interrelated. Lower level changes are not completely possible
without higher levels. Higher levels influence lower
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levels, albeit not completely. We all know people who
are great meditators and often have wonderful experiences of unity, but when they return to everyday
life, they have difficulty just tying their shoelaces, let
alone operating effectively in the world of matter and
relationships. Likewise, we all know people who are
very effective in the world of matter and relationships
but who consider the spiritual realm to be a fairy tale
for primitives, woollies, and people who are out of
touch with normal reality.
With every level of learning, there are specific
kinds of exercises (or practices) that can aid one’s
learning. I’m not exaggerating when I say there are
thousands of such exercises. In this article, I give just a
few examples; many more are contained in my book.

On this level we learn skills that compensate for the pitfalls and weaknesses of
our type, and learn to exploit the strong
points of our type.
First Order Learning: Behavioral Change,
Skills Training
On this level we learn skills that compensate for
the pitfalls and weaknesses of our type, and learn to
exploit the strong points of our type. As a Nine, one
of my weak points used to be the ability to assert myself. Years ago, I got myself into an uncomfortable
situation because I didn’t dare say no to my boss. As
a result, I had agreed to give a workshop although it
scared me to death to speak in public. When it came
time to speak, I was so afraid that I fainted. But when
I came to, the audience was still there. I understood
that I could only survive if I learned some new skills.
So I followed up this “lesson” by taking workshops
on assertiveness training, discussion techniques,
group training, conflict resolution, negotiation skills,
personal effectiveness, speaking in public, etc. I also
made it my profession to teach these subjects. I mastered these skills to a reasonable extent, and so I had
built a whole new kit of survival tools. To be sure,
learning such skills enhanced my quality of life and
was very useful to me. But my type, my “Nine-ness,”
remained rather unchanged. All the new skills just
helped to keep my type in place, in a more effective
way. I still could not bear the stress of conflict, but
now I tried to deal with this by resolving the conflict with the new techniques I had learned in stead of
avoiding it or negating it. My behavior had changed,
but the underlying motivation was in tact.
People who have done first order learning have
typically learned to change their primary behaviors,
and thus it would be rather difficult to identify their
type at first glance or upon a first inquiry. A Nine
who has achieved first order learning has learned to
confront others and state his own viewpoint (and
sometimes does so excessively). Similarly, a Five may
have learned comfortable social behaviors and shows
interest in other people’s feelings; or a Two may have
learned to create private time and to ask for help.
My new assertive skills did not always lead to the
desired results, however. Other people did not always
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want to solve the conflicts I wanted to solve. Some
people even thought conflict was something constructive. So I had to learn more.
First Order Exercises
First order learning might begin with strengthening an effective use of the strong sides of the type,
and of skills that compensate the weaker parts. To be
able to do this, one has to know both sides of oneself,
not from Enneagram books but as the “real me.” Several exercises can help to accomplish this, for instance
making a list of one’s own characteristics—both the
light side and the dark side of these characteristics.
There are no characteristics that don’t have both sides.
Role playing is also a good intervention to change
behavior. Imagining other behavior can help enormously.
It is important to realize that on this level of learning, people with the same type can have completely
different learning goals. Possible learning goals for an
Eight on this level might be making more space for
others, learning negotiating skills, developing more
nuances in judgment, accepting one’s own physical
or other limits, or developing better discernment between objective truth and self-interest in discussions.
Second Order Learning: Observation of
Type Patterns, Reframing, Disidentifying
On this level, reframing is possible. It can be a
wonderful experience when we try to see through
our habitual patterns of attention, motivation, lens
of perception, etc., and attempt to look at the world
through the lenses of all the other types and compare
the nine different interpretations of a situation.
In my case, I started to ponder what was so terrible about conflicts. What would happen if I had a
conflict? Would I have no friends at all? Would I be
ostracized, outlawed? Would I disappear completely
from the surface of this earth? How bad would that
be? And was this realistic? Did I really want a relationship with everybody? or with people who had nothing in common with me? And what was a conflict,
really? Apparently other people called my so-called
conflicts by other names, such as deep discussion, creative competition, or expressing emotion.
As began to reflect on this, I noticed that not having conflicts results in poor relationships. What an
enormous discovery it was when I experienced for
the first time that one could have a conflict and work
happily together ever after! But why was it that nobody took me seriously unless I got really angry?
Thus, second order learning means we study our
basic patterns, put our basic assumptions under critical dispute, and gradually disidentify from type. We
discover that we aren’t our type; rather we have a type.
Our reactions become less automatic.
In this stage of development, gradually the real
self takes the lead over the false self. We don’t lose our
type, nor do we let go of it. A well-developed ego—
the positive face of the type—is a condition which is
quite effective in the world. What we do let go of is
enabling the type to rule us. Seen from the level of
the real self, the type becomes an instrument that can
be used to its best effect and must be governed wisely.
Second Order Exercises
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Several exercises for self-observation, varying from
daily journaling to dialoguing can help with learning
to reframe our experiences. For example, typical basic
assumptions can be traced by questions like “What
makes me feel really angry, irritated, unhappy? or
“When do I feel really satisfied” One such exercise
is to formulate absolute statements such as “People
should always, under all circumstances, say what they
think.” Or, “There is absolutely nobody in this world
who cares even a teeny little bit about me, nor has
there ever been.” This exercise can help to loosen the
grip of the basic assumptions of the person. Doing so
helps to put things in perspective.
The automatic behavior of the type can also be
interrupted by doing the reverse of one’s own pattern.
For example, a Three could practice doing nothing,
or a Seven might choose to give attention to painful
events. Automatic behavior can also be interrupted
by reversing the focus of attention, like having a Four
place his attention on the positive things in the here
and now. Affirmations, positive statements that contradict the type automatism, can also be effective. For
a One, this might be “ I am perfect as I am.” The
affirmation has to fit the type but must also fit the individual; not every type affirmation will fit everyone
with the same type.
Disidentifying call be achieved by imagining
“What if I did not have these type qualities? Who
would I be without them?”
Third Order Learning: Transformation
Third order learning has to do with learning to
invoke one’s higher ideas and virtues as identified in
the Enneagram. A transformative change for myself,
as a Nine, would be to develop the conviction that I
have value as a person. Even as I write this, my heart
beats stronger and I feel as though my temperature is
rising, so decidedly I am still learning this one.
Real transformation is not about changing behavior. It is about coming to rest in another state of
consciousness, a transcendent or spiritual state. This
spiritual state, the higher idea and virtue, influences
the psychological level.
Third Order Exercises
There are several kinds of transformational exercises. One is training of the moral will, which means
placing everything one does in the light of ethics—
higher ethics, not the norms of the ego level. Intuition
training can bring one in contact with the transcendent. Not all intuition training will do so; however,
certain kinds are merely a horizontal extension. As a
result, one develops psychic abilities without growing
spiritually. Meditation on the higher ideas and virtues of one’s own type is another kind of exercise for
which there are several possible approaches.
Using the Appropriate Level of Intervention
When working with clients, it is very important to
verify that the person understands your intervention
on the level you are intending it. A young Three once
told me he had major difficulties in getting his new
business started because his Enneagram coach had
told him he should not market himself. Now surely
his coach did not mean to imply that the young man

should not market his enterprise! The coach probably had meant to communicate a level two intervention of interrupting habitual patterns. However, the
young Three had understood it as a level one instruction: don’t do marketing.
Also, keep in mind that people with the same type
differ in their stage of development, and/or in the degree to which they are able to access different levels of
consciousness. These people need different levels of
transformation or learning exercises. Especially in a
business management culture, it is very important to
assess where people are, what they need, and precisely
what they want from the consultant.
In my practice as management consultant, a number of people ask for and can make good use of level
one exercises. I can stretch it a bit into the direction
of level two, but rather quickly they comment that
they want more action. “We should do more exercises,” they say. For these people, level two exercises
should not be used; it is better to engage in talking,
not doing or working.
With many clients, I can do work on level two.
Many times they get interested in level two after level
one has yielded some results but not enough. However, only a few clients are interested in level three or
even understand what that level is about. In which
case, it makes no sense at all to do level three exercises
with people who are not ready for this kind of work
in their personal development, because they will likely translate them into lower levels.
Perhaps you’re familiar with the story of two-dimensional Flatlanders. The Flatlanders are flat; their
country is flat; their houses, cars, and utensils are flat;
and they can only experience two dimensions. One
might imagine their landscape as moving drawings.
They live in a flat plane. When a three-dimensional
ball passes through their plane, they see a point growing into a circle, into a larger circle, into a smaller
circle, becoming a point and then disappearing again.
The concept of a round ball is outside their scope of
perception.
So, it is for people who are not conscious of this
third level of transformation. An exercise such as
meditating on the higher virtues is translated into an
exercise about how to act differently, rather than an
exercise in pursuit of moving to a transcendent state
of consciousness. This does not in any way mean that
these people have less access to the third level. Everybody has all levels. However, not everyone is conscious of this third level unless it’s been their good
fortune to have passed through many phases of personal growth.					
•
__________
Hanna Nathans is director of Nathans Adviesbureau voor Organisatie en Opleiding BV, Netherlands.
She certified with Helen Palmer and David Daniels
and uses the Enneagram in her work as a consultant
and in training consultants. She graduated in intuitive development and studied Kabbalah with Halevi
and Nieuwenhuizen-Gerzon. She is a bestselling author and writes on a diversity of topics that all have to
do with development of human potential. Her book,
Enneagram at Work: Towards Personal Mastery and Social Intelligence, was published (in Dutch) in 2000.
and in English in 2005.
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The Innovative Enneagram

P

eople have been working with the personality enneagram from about half a century now,
although the teachings have become widespread (at least among the “alternative” community)
for about half that time. What is often lacking is the
kind of investigative depth that leads to both a deeper understanding of basic concepts and the discovery
of new enneagram dimensions of possibility. When
I launched my enneagram site in 2006, I called it
“enneagram dimensions” because I was interested
in exploring the system from many perspectives.
From the outset, I have looked at the enneagram as
a time-space system where the process transformation points 1 – 9 describe the process of transformation (TIME) and personality types 1 – 9 exemplify
the personality characteristics related to the kind of
transformational process occurring at each point
(SPACE). That makes the enneagram a system capable of describing the space-time continuum, thus
justifying Gurdjieff’s claim that “everything can be
included in the enneagram.”
In addition, I have attempted to expand my understanding of the enneagram by bringing in insights
from many additional systems and perspectives, e.g.:
a “positive potential” perspective (The Positive Enneagram, 2009); Hillman’s archetypal psychology/
Jung’s analytical psychology (Archetypes of the Enneagram, 2010); Ken Wilber’s Integral system (The
Integral Enneagram, 2013); positive psychology

Susan Rhodes
(2014 IEA talk in San Francisco); and most recently,
from the magico-philosophical perspective of the
hero in the Hermetic/Western Esoteric Tradition
(The Hero’s Excellent Adventure, 2017).
But there is one more perspective of interest, that
of cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch’s prototype
theory, which focuses on how we mentally categorize
things in order to “stretch” our very limited attention
span to make complex mental models of the world.
Those categories give us images that come up when
we think of concepts like “chair,” “bird,” or “human
being.”
Prototypes offer handy cognitive shortcuts for
thought but can easily devolve into stereotypes,
which causes all sorts of problems in human society. Some degree of stereotyping in inevitable, given
the nature of human cognition. However, the more
aware we are of how people process information (including ourselves!), the more likely we are to avoid
overgeneralizations that create misunderstandings
among people.
Below is a slight revised version of an article that
I originally wrote in 2007 on prototype theory and
the enneagram, where I focused on the difficulty of
typing people who seem to be “non-prototypical”
exemplars of their type—e.g., introverted Eights,
extroverted Fives, mellow Fours, etc. I wanted to in-

clude it in this issue in response to Frederik Coene’s
thoughtful article, “The Enneagram as a Type of
Collective Identity, “which focuses on the related issues of (a) people oversimplifying the way they type
themselves and others; and (b) people over-identifying with their type (possibly at the expense of their
greater humanity).
It is easy to learn the enneagram; anyone can
memorize the type descriptions and learn enough to
share it with others. There are now many training
programs that enable a person to become a professional in the field. But training programs can be both
a blessing and a curse. They are a blessing in that
they give fledgling professionals the opportunity to
become part of a community that offers its members
ongoing opportunities for development and social
support. They are a curse when they make it difficult for their graduates to develop innovative ideas
that stray from the original (read “correct”) teachings
of their school or when they divide enneagrammers
into opposing factions with seemingly irreconcilable
differences.
Frederik Coene offers a new vision of what is
possible for a community that discourages stereotypical thinking and encourages genuine innovation. I hope his ideas seem as exciting to others as
they do to me.					
•

The Enneagram and Prototype Theory
How do we determine our enneagram type? Why
is it easier for some people than others? These two
questions have been knocking around since people
started using the enneagram to better understand
themselves.
EM editor Jack Labanauskas recently raised
the question again. Like
many people, Jack did not
find it easy to determine
his enneagram type. If the
enneagram is based on a
real construct, and if the
enneagram is universally
applicable, why do some
people find it harder to
determine their type than
others?
In this article, I’ll try to
offer one possible answer
to that question. It’s not
the only possible answer,
but it’s an intriguing one.
The answer is based on
prototype theory. Prototype theory was developed
by cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch in the
1970s as a way of explain-
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ing how people categorize information. Rosch was
especially interested in what she called natural cat-
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egories—categories that occur in nature or that are a
familiar part of our daily life. Natural categories include things like types of plants, animals, cars, foods,
toys, and colors.
According to Rosch,
all members of a natural
category are not created
equal in the perceptual
sense. Some are seen
as more central or typical than others. For example, in the case of the
category “Birds,” which
is a better example or a
bird, a robin or a penguin? The vast majority of people say “robin”
(unless they’re trying to
be funny or provocative!) If you ask them
why they said “robin,”
they can give you lots
of reasons why—that a
robin flies, eats worms,
constructs
ordinarylooking nests, lives in
trees, etc. Penguins do
none of these things
(plus, most of us don’t
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see them around much). As a result, robins seem
“birdier” than penguins or ostriches.
Robins are an example of a prototype—that
is, a member of a category that is central or definitive. Prototypes provide the standard or exemplar by
which other category members are measured. Other
examples of prototypes include “table” for the category “Furniture” or “oak” for the category “Tree.”
Less prototypical category members (for example,
“tomato” for the category “Fruit”) are assigned category membership either with greater hesitation or
with qualifications.
We can apply Rosch’s insights about prototypes
to the enneagram. If enneagram types are really
universal, then one each is a natural category. So
we have nine natural categories, each of which reflects a unique core motivation. For each core motivation, it’s possible to generate a list of attributes

and behaviors that are typically associated with that
motivation. Everybody who studies the enneagram
soon becomes familiar with the most well-known
attributes and behaviors associated with each type.
While authors may argue about the “fringe” attributes, they mostly agree with one another when it
comes to behaviors that are most prototypical. We
also know that none of these typical attributes actually define the type—each one reflects but one of its
many possible facets.
However, the way that we typically identify our
own type is not by looking directly at our core motivation (which would be difficult), but at our attributes and behaviors. We compare these with those
listed for each type. If we find a really good match,
we believe we’ve found our type. (I’m oversimplifying here a little, because sometimes it takes a while to
really pin the type down, but this is the basic process
that I see people use.)
Now we know that some people find this
much easier than others. They read the enneagram descriptions once and immediately
identify themselves as a particular type. This
was my experience. I read Suzanne Zuercher’s
book on Thomas Merton (a Four), and realized that I must be the same enneagram type.
There were just too many uncanny similarities (many of which, unfortunately, made me
more than a little uncomfortable).
I initially thought that everybody had the
with
same experience. Later, I realized this wasn’t
so. I met a lot of people who had trouble
Working with your Enneagram style
recognizing their type, even after lots of readto truly grow and change
ing and workshops. They just couldn’t match
their experience of themselves with the enneaSpanish Enneagram Conference
gram descriptions they read. Others had no
Madrid, May 19 - 20
trouble making an initial decision about their
Deeper Into the Enneagram
type, but later changed their mind, even after
Portland OR, July 14 - 15
years of living at the “wrong” point.
IEA Global Enneagram Conference
One possible explanation for a person’s
Cincinnati, July 19 - 22
inability to pin down their type is that the
The Dynamic Enneagram: Certification Training
enneagram is not a universal system (that it
(Immediately after the IEA Global Conference)
applies to some people but not to everyone).
Cincinnati, July 23 - 27
Another is that some people have more inThe Dynamic Enneagram: Five Elements of Change
sight (or fewer defense mechanisms) than
Central Sweden, September 21 - 23
others. But a third—and more intriguing—
IEA Latin American Enneagram Conference
possibility is that some people of a given
Buenos Aires, November 2 - 4
type exhibit behavior that’s very typical (even
stereotypical) while others do not. The core
therapeutic Metaphor: Storytelling to Create Change
motivation is identical, but in the latter case,
Tokyo, November 17 -18
it’s reflected in behaviors that are unusual,
Ericksonian Hypnosis
unexpected, or atypical. When this is the
Tokyo, November 22-25
case, it can become tough to link behavior
All Details Go Here:
to motivation. If we combine this atypicalhttp://www.thechangeworks.com/wkshps/workshps.html
ity with other factors—e.g., other interior influences from wings, connecting points and
subtypes or from exterior influences from
A free workshop brochure and catalog of
parents and culture—the picture can become
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pretty muddy.
can be downloaded at
So according to this hypothesis, it’s not
that
individuals who are atypical exemplars
www.thechangeworks.com
have less insight or can’t be typed—it’s just
Or call 541-382-1894
that the typing process needs to be adapted
PO Box 5909, Bend, OR 97708
to take into account these atypicalities. To
the extent that we rely upon looking solely for
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stereotypical type traits, people with atypical type behaviors and outward attitudes tend to “slip through
the net.”
There is an even more basic challenge, however,
which stems from the need to determine what is at
the core of each type. Based on my experience, I associated each type with a core energy or motivation
which is (a) intrinsic to the type, (b) stable in nature
(at least over a lifetime); and (c) psychological and
spiritually neutral in nature (i.e., a psychic potential that we can use for good or ill). I tend to stress
the positive side of that potential in my writings because the system has been strongly biased towards
the negative for such a long time. My intention is
to bring some measure of balance into the way we
work with the types, in order to develop their positive potential.
It would probably also be helpful to entertain
the possibility that individuals who are atypical
exemplars of each type may be strongly shaped by
factors other than the type’s core motivation. For
example, individuals who greatly admire someone as a role model may so strongly identify with
that person that their behaviors and attitudes reflect that identification. Or perhaps they are averse
to their type (not exactly a rare situation) and try
constantly to go “against the type” in their every
thought, word, and deed. I would maintain that
the energy of the type is still present, although in a
hidden or subtle form. It tends to leak out, however,
from time to time, and a careful observer in those
moments may suddenly perceive the “type signal”
through the “noise.”
Typing individuals is inevitably a challenge. It
would be interesting, however, to talk with both individuals who have had difficulty typing themselves or
who have “switched” types to find out whether some
of their typing difficulties are because their core motivation is either expressed in unusual behavior or is
hard to detect because it’s not as strong an influence.
Prototype theory offers an interesting jumping off
point for further explorations.			
•
Resources
Lakoff, G. (1987): Women, Fire and Dangerous
things: What Categories Reveal about the Mind, London.
Rosch, E. (1973). “Natural categories”, Cognitive
Psychology 4, 328 - 350.
Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototype_Theory).
“There is increasing evidence that what defines a
category is not some bundle of observable features,
but some hidden essence (or a hidden property) or an
appropriate mental structure. This principle is called
psychological essentialism” p 37
“Concepts and Object-Oriented Knowledge Representation”
MA thesis, Univ. of Helsinki, Dept. of Cognitive
Science, Feb. 2002, Juha Petteri Pesonen
http://ethesis.helsinki.fi/julkaisut/hum/psyko/pg/
pesonen/concepts.pdf
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Enneagram: a Type of Collective...
we may hear one say they do not want to have Italians or Greeks as friends. As it is too difficult to fully
grasp the individual and authentic character of every
person we interact with, we tend to categorise them
according to simple (and simplistic) typologies, often
depending on which sets of collective identity aspects
we share and which we do not.
Enneagram and ennea-type communities
The enneagram and the nine ennea-types can also
serve, both, consciously and/or subconsciously, as a
form of collective identity. This sense of belonging is
not necessarily bad and we should definitely cherish
the positive effect, but we ought to be conscious of
the underlying needs for seeking this belonging and
to understand the impact of this collective identity on
the individual and recognise some of the drawbacks
as well.

We all look for social groups to be part
of, and finding a sense of mutual support
with other enneagram enthusiasts is
probably better than flocking with violent
soccer hooligans, religious sectarians or
race based supremacists.
First of all, we may feel some form of cohesion
with other enneagram-initiates and experience this
as a sense of community. Feeling part of the ‘enneagram-community,’ getting support from peers, and
perceiving this belonging as a marker of one’s identity
can all have a beneficial impact on well-being and satisfaction with life. We all look for social groups to be
part of, and finding a sense of mutual support with
other enneagram enthusiasts is probably better than
flocking with violent soccer hooligans, religious sectarians or race based supremacists.
Secondly, this sense of belonging to a social group
is arguable even stronger when one identifies with
one of the nine ennea-types. People of the same type
may sometimes develop closer bonds and decide it is
difficult for them to create friendships with people of
some specific other types, sit together during trainings in order to have a ‘collective defence system’,
or participate in lengthy discussions in a Facebook
group dedicated to their ‘number’. Some Facebook
users indeed identify so strongly with their enneatype that they use it in their biography, e.g. “4w5 sp/
sx 458”.
Loss of authenticity and behaving like the
metaphorical caricature
The enneagram is an extremely valuable tool to
strengthen one’s authenticity, as it provides concrete
suggestions for personal development. Many people
have used it to understand their own behaviour and
improve their personal attitude towards challenges in
and with their environment. Many therapists are successfully using it with clients who try to overcome
a difficult period in their life or to come to terms
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with some of their deeper problems and frustrations.
However, when the enneagram is used to get a feeling
of collective belonging, to find support from peers in
the absence of inner strength, or to compensate for
the lack of self-confidence and self-reliance, one may
actually undermine a genuine quest for authenticity.
For example, Jim may start feeling to be more as ‘a
Nine’ than as ‘Jim’, and as a result identify more with
the metaphorical stereotype of the Nine than with his
own traits. In worse cases, this may be linked to the
potential danger that one sees his ennea-type as a justification rather than an explanation of one’s motivations and behaviour (e.g. ‘it is normal for an Eight
to be aggressive, so this is how my behaviour should
be’). On top of that, many people who are interested
in personal development complain that society forces
certain behavioural patterns or normative thinking
on them, but also the enneagram – when used as a
‘normative’ or ‘ideological tool’ – can force such patterns and thinking, making it even more difficult to
(re)discover one’s true self.

...society forces certain behavioural patterns or normative thinking on them, but
also the enneagram – when used as a
‘normative’ or ‘ideological tool’ – can force
such patterns and thinking, making it
even more difficult to (re)discover one’s
true self.
Every identity is determined by a number of markers and criteria – both formal and informal – that
one needs to comply with in order to belong to the
group. To take the example of national identity again,
if one wants to be Israeli, one has to speak Hebrew,
be Jewish, live in Israel, serve in the Israel Defence
Forces, etc. Refusing to serve in the army or converting to Christianity will result in a rejection by the
other members of the nation. A similar, be it much
more subtle, feeling may occur with belonging to an
ennea-type, where one may adopt certain behaviour
or thinking (i.e. in order to comply with determining
characteristics where this was not already the case) or
amend the way one perceives oneself in order to feel
entitled to belong to the group. Many of us have experienced this when filling out questionnaires for ennea-type tests: after having attended courses or read
books about the enneagram and having made up our
mind about the ennea-type, we may start answering
questions in a cognitively biased way, corresponding
more to our (assumed) ennea-type rather than our
actual behaviour. Similar to (but less dramatic than)
the False Memory Syndrome, people may claim to –
inaccurately or incorrectly – recall certain behaviour
or life events. This, however, does not mean that such
tests are more reliable for people who have not studied the enneagram; on the contrary, many may actually become much more self-critical and give ‘honest’
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answers after learning about the psychology of personality types.
In my own research, I came across a number of
enneagram enthusiasts who were ‘destabilised’ when
asked about correlations to traits in ennea-types that
existing literature does not mention very much. Some
respondents asked if their answers were ‘correct’ or ‘in
line with their type’ on issues of sexuality, spirituality, or attitude towards narcotics. This indeed shows
that there is a danger of wishing to comply with the
stereotype. It would be an interesting experiment to
determine if people change their (perception of their)
attitude or behaviour after reading books if/when
published on the links between the enneagram and
sexuality, spirituality and narcotics.
An important risk associated with a big part of
the enneagram literature is that it looks at the negative traits of each type, and that people may unconsciously accept or reinforce the unhealthy behaviour
as a given and thus allow themselves to follow a path
towards disintegration.
Simplifying the perception of others and
the feeling of superiority
Self-perception may be simplified and distorted
into a type-caricature, and the same applied to the
perception of others. For example, if you interact
with someone who thinks he is an ennea-type Four,
you may start interpreting his behaviour in ways that
do not correspond to reality. You may start interacting with ‘a Four’ instead of with the individual. This
is especially likely if you have determined someone’s
type on the basis of first impressions. As a matter of
fact, we never have a fully accurate picture of the people we deal with, and it is important to see that the
enneagram can be a factor in this distortion process.
The division between ‘us’ versus ‘them’ in collective identities usually leads to a false and often subconscious sense of superiority, that often serves to
overcompensate for a hidden inferiority complex.
This can easily be illustrated with an example of national identity: fifteen independent states emerged
after the collapse of the Soviet Union and all of them
worked on creating a national identity, frequently by
adopting quite radical forms of nationalism, in order to show the rest of the world their countries also
matter. This identity building was especially strong
among the smaller and weaker successor states of
the USSR, who tried to convince the others of their
uniqueness and contributions to world history.
There is a danger in such hidden sense of superiority, when a proud enneagram enthusiast may unintentionally ‘feel sorry’ for the non-initiated and hold
attitudes similar to a vegetarian who tries to convince
others of the evils of eating meat. (Note: such vegetarians’ missionary-type of preaching is often symptomatic of an eating disorder and not of getting closer to
enlightenment, which is an important side-remark
for the enneagram-initiated as well.) Unfortunately,
there have been cases of people who think that by
virtue of their knowledge of the enneagram they
are now at a higher level of development. This may
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have allowed them to change the level and intensity
of their relationship with others they deem to be on
a ‘lower’ level of personal development (i.e. in part
due to not having studied the enneagram and used
it to develop). Indeed, some may feel that having
the mere acquaintance with enneagram knowledge
puts them already on a higher level of development,
which most likely is a false assumption. After all, in
personal development we often replace one illusion
about ourselves with another but more sophisticated
illusion.
In even more extreme cases people may feel that
their understanding of the enneagram gives them
some structure in life they were looking for. In the
absence of strong religious beliefs, it becomes part of
their life philosophy and a thread to follow in their
daily life. This is conspicuously true for some younger
generations (but not only) that are in search of a sense
of purpose in life, especially for those who grew up in
a challenging environment or a region in fragile (socio-economic) transition without opportunities for
meaningful ‘achievable goals’. Indeed, some (groups
of ) enneagram-initiates may show traits of sectarianlike or cultish behaviour and look at this instrument
as a dogmatic religious truth. Arguably, the self-exploratory and often open-minded spiritual nature of
the enneagram has a number of advantages over the
dogmas of religion. Yet, studying books on the enneagram in a similar fashion as the Holy Scriptures leads
to a form of radicalism which is not in line with the
spirit of this tool for personal development and will
most likely be counterproductive. Learning or memorizing behavioural patterns of each personality type
by heart, just like a devout Muslim recites the Koran,
will not lead to a deeper understanding of one’s authentic ‘me’, but to the contrary may be an indication
that one’s level of development is in the unhealthy or
lower ranges of the average. Still, if a person who recently learned about the enneagram becomes almost
obsessed with it, this should not immediately be seen
as negative. On the contrary, passion can be a good
indicator of the likelihood that the person will make
use of the tool, but as long as this passion is not put
into a broader perspective this potential is unlikely to
materialise yet.
Simplified and dogmatic thinking
We should not forget the words of George Box:
“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” Many –
and especially those believing in ‘scientism’ – fail to
see that the enneagram is ‘only’ a theoretical and conceptual framework or model, representing generalised
and simplified thinking in order to avoid the complexity and ambiguity of a reality. A model only helps
to understand certain trends and tendencies based on
a restricted and limited number of parameters, but it
is not an infallible tool giving an accurate reflection of
the entire picture. (For example, every student in economics will study how the equilibrium between supply and demand can be found that leads to the optimal price for a product. However, companies are not
using this to determine the price of their products.)
Indeed, the enneagram approaches personalities from
its own angle and leaves many other important and
crucial parameters out of the equation. For example,
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ideological and cultural environment, genetics, behaviour of parents, Jungian archetypal dispositions,
and karma (if there is indeed such a thing) cannot be
linked to the ennea-type. Thus the enneagram should
be considered as one of the many complementary
tools, which may reinforce each other in some cases
and contract in other cases. On top of that, almost all
our knowledge about the enneagram is axiomatic and
of a theoretical nature.
Although many scholars have written and researched this useful system, there is almost no research
that entirely complied with the scientific method, as
it is nearly impossible to set up scientific experiments
that would prove the fundamentals of the model.
For example, questioning the idea that one’s enneatype cannot change over the course of one’s life may
be seen by some initiates as heretic, but there is no
scientific data proving evidence that exceptions can
entirely be excluded. Furthermore, there are still
many unknowns in the enneagram. We should not
forget the advancements in science, which have often
proven previous convictions to be false. Yet again, this
does not mean that the current theoretical framework
of the enneagram is incorrect.
What if the two-dimensional symbol is a simplified projection (with many lost nuances) of something
that in reality is 7- or 8- or 9- dimensional? Could we
actually understand a 3- or 4-dimensional model if
even the 2-dimensional one is already so complex?
What if space in this multi-dimensional model is using a fluid scale (instead of the linear scale of the axes
of the current two-dimensional model), with folded
space and wormhole-like shortcuts? Some people
have problems typing themselves and feel like a symbiotic combination of two types, so maybe the current model is not explaining a number of exceptions,
just like hermaphrodites do not fit the male-female
dichotomy or people with dual citizenship cannot tell
which of the two is the ‘core’ one? Therefore, we need
to keep in mind that it is very likely that – just like
with any other model – the enneagram can explain
the majority of cases but there still will be people
with personalities that do not fully fit this typology.
Of course, such critical questions do not mean that
the current knowledge should be discarded, but only
shows that one should keep an open mind as there
cannot be any growth if one is not willing to question
generally accepted facts.
A major challenge in the ways the enneagram is
used, is how we try to identify our type, rather than
trying to understand what part of our behaviour
and motivation relates to which ennea-type. After
all, just like all colours visible to the human eye are
made up by a combination between 3 primary colours, every shade of individual human personality
is a combination of characteristics of all nine enneatypes. As the nine ennea-types are metaphorical stereotypes, we should treat them as such. If somebody
says to be so unorganised as to live in a ‘pigsty’, it’s
not about actually living in a real pigsty but a metaphor indicating how messy the apartment is. Therefore, maybe it would be better to say ‘I share a lot of
characteristics that determine what type Thees have
in common’ or for short ‘I am like a Three’, instead
of calling myself ‘a Three’. It would help ensuring

people that they need not believe they are the metaphor. On the contrary, that would encourage them
to continue digging deeper in the auto-analysis of
their personality instead of ending this quest prematurely once the number has been determined. This
would open up a much more rewarding and neverending experience.

All colours visible to the human eye are
made up by a combination between 3 primary colours, every shade of individual
personality is a combination of characteristics of all nine ennea-types.
People who are too eager or hasty and use simplified thinking when typing themselves, can develop a
number of negative habits. For example, identify too
seriously with their number and not see that every
person has traits of all nine types, or that some important behavioural traits may not be explained by the
enneagram. This may lead to a distorted self-image
and failure to analyse our own behaviour and thinking. As a result, we may focus on a path of integration
on the basis of type that may lead to neglecting some
more urgent problems affecting the emotional stability. We may get sidetracked on some general issues instead of focusing on the challenges experienced here
and now. It is crucial to see where the core of personality lies and the enneagram is indeed extremely useful, but one should not assume to understand oneself
sufficiently while holding a reductionist attitude. In
more extreme cases, a too limited and narrow-minded interpretation of the model can lead to religiouslike ‘radical’ views, as mentioned earlier.
***
In conclusion, it is important to recognise that the
enneagram is a powerful tool for self-development,
but with its own application range. Just like a hammer can help us, it can also have a negative impact
if we do not use it correctly or beat ourselves on the
head. During trainings and in books we will find a
lot of information and guidance on how to use this
tool as a means of ‘integration,’ of analysing our own
behaviour, of working on our weaknesses, and progressing on our path of self-development. However,
too little attention is given to the dangers of how
this powerful tool can actually exacerbate our weaknesses, justify inaction, create feelings of superiority,
etc. Pointing out these perils may be polemic, but it
is probably part of the responsibilities of enneagram
trainers to give ‘safety instructions’ to their students.
Although many are undoubtedly looking at this aspect with due diligence and care, the limited references to the risks associated to the enneagram show
there is room for improvements in this area.
•
__________
Frederik Coene is a diplomat and during his free
time also an enthusiastic ‘enneagram-researcher’, who
studied the role of collective (national) identity as a
source of legitimacy for his doctoral dissertation in
Political Sciences.
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